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ABSTRACT
TWO-STAGE SEMIPARAMETRIC ESTIMATORS FOR LIMITED
DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Jin-Young Choi
advised by Arthur Lewbel.
This thesis proposes two semiparametric estimators; one for heavily
censored panel models and another one for binary-outcome sample selection
models. The rst chapter proposes a new panel data estimator, and applies
it to investigate whether the key assumption underlying most twin studies
is valid. Roughly, the assumption is that di¤erences in twinsoutcomes can
on average be attributed to di¤erences in observed treatments, possibly after
conditioning on observable covariates. The empirical results here cast doubt
on this assumption, by showing that a particular outcome, survival, varies by
birth order, even after conditioning on health-at-birth characteristics. The
proposed panel data estimator is the rst one in the literature that simul-
taneously handles having an unknown error distribution, xed e¤ects, xed
1
T , xed censoring point, and heavy (greater than 50%) censoring. These
features are all required to adequately deal with the limitations of available
census data on twins. The proposed estimator also allows for coe¢ cients that
vary by t, and for a censoring point that is an unknown but deterministic
function of regressors.
The second chapter proposes a new semiparametric estimator for
binary-outcome selection models that does not impose any distributional
assumption, nor specify the selection equation. The estimator, however, re-
quires a special regressor satisfying a support restriction in the outcome equa-
tion and a variable satisfying the exclusion/inclusion restriction; the former
should be continuous whereas the latter can be discrete. The estimators of
Klein et al. (2011) and Escanciano et al. (2012) require optimization, but
our estimator for the outcome equation has a closed-form expression with no
need for any optimization (but the selection equation estimation may still
need an optimization). We apply MLE and the proposed estimator to US
presidential election data in 2008 and 2012 where Barack Obama won to see
to what extent racism mattered; we use a prejudice variable as a measure of
racism. Putting our empirical ndings in advance, there is evidence that the
white Democrats voted less for Obama due to prejudice, whereas the white
Republicans acted in a more muted fashion (i.e., almost no change in voting
due to racism) or voted more for Obama to escape the stigma of racism. We
also found evidence of own-race favorby blacks.
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CHAPTER 1
Are Twins the Same?: Heavily Censored
Semiparametric Panel Estimation with Fixed E¤ects
1.1. Introduction
This chapter proposes a new panel data estimator, and applies it
to investigate whether the key assumption underlying most twin studies is
valid. Roughly, the assumption is that di¤erences in twinsoutcomes can on
average be attributed to di¤erences in observed treatments, possibly after
conditioning on observable covariates. The empirical results here cast doubt
on this assumption, by showing that a particular outcome, survival, varies
by birth order, even after conditioning on health-at-birth characteristics.
The proposed panel data estimator is the rst one in the literature
that simultaneously handles having an unknown error distribution, xed ef-
fects, xed T , xed censoring point, and heavy (greater than 50%) censor-
ing. These features are all required to adequately deal with the limitations
of available census data on twins. The proposed estimator also allows for
coe¢ cients that vary by t, and for a censoring point that is an unknown but
deterministic function of regressors.
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Suppose we had a data set that followed twins for their entire lives,
so we could observe both their length of life and their health-at-birth charac-
teristics. Let yit denote the length of life of twin t (where t = 1 for rst both
and t = 2 for second born) in household i, let wit be a vector of observed
characteristics that vary by twin and household such as birth weight, and
let zi be a vector of observed household characteristics, including a constant
term. To assess whether birth order matters for survival, controlling for both
household xed e¤ects and health at birth, we could apply a standard linear
panel data xed e¤ects estimator, treating t the way time is treated in stan-
dard panel models. That is, we could regress yit on wit and zi including xed
e¤ects (equivalent to a separate dummy variable for each household i), and
allowing the coe¢ cients of wit and zi to vary by t. The twin data are treated
like a panel with T = 2 time periods.
The di¢ culty is that available US data on births, which records
health-at-birth measures like birth weight and Apgar score, only tracks chil-
dren for one year, so we can only observe yit if it is less than one year. Since
97% of twins live longer than one year, we have extremely heavy (97%) cen-
soring in our data. This then necessitates our estimator, since T = 2 here,
the censoring point is xed, and to assess the validity of the twin studies
assumption, we require both (observed) family xed e¤ects and coe¢ cients
that can vary by t. Estimates based on extreme quantiles like this of course
require large datasets. Here the data consist of all twins born in the US in
the years 1995 to 2000, providing almost 200,000 observations.
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Parametric censored regression estimators like the Tobit model are
empirically popular, but su¤er from the possibility of misspecifying the error
term distribution, thereby causing inconsistency. The impacts of misspecify-
ing error distributions may be particularly severe in models with very heavy
censoring, as in our data. This is because most parametric error models are
designed to t the middle of distributions where the bulk of the data typically
resides, rather than extreme tails.
To avoid such problems, many di¤erent semiparametric censored re-
gression estimators have been proposed. Under only a conditional median
restriction on the error term, Powell (1984) introduced the censored least
absolute deviation estimator, and later extended it to the censored quantile
estimator (Powell, 1986). Subsequently, many semiparametric censored quan-
tile estimators have been developed, including Buchinsky and Hahn (1998),
Khan and Powell (2001), Chen and Khan (2000, 2001), Chernozhukov and
Hong (2002), Portnoy (2003), Blundell and Powell (2007), Peng and Huang
(2008), Lin et al. (2012) and Tang et al. (2012).
While the above listed papers provide estimators for cross-section
equations only, panel data estimators have been developed as well. Paramet-
ric censored panel models with xed e¤ects and xed number of panel waves
T include Chamberlain (1985), Ridder and Tunali (1999), Lancaster (2000),
and Lee (2008). Semiparametric panel censored regression estimators with
xed e¤ects include Honore (1992) who also considers truncated regressions;
Hu (2002) and Honore and Hu (2004), who additionally allow for dynamics
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and endogenous regressors; Chen and Khan (2008) who provide a two-stage
estimator that allows a time varying factor load on xed e¤ects. These esti-
mators that are based on a mean or median zero assumption cannot handle
heavy (more than 50%) censoring. Harding and Lamarche (2012) and Galvao
et al. (2013) developed estimators for panel censored quantile models with
xed e¤ects. However, these semiparametric estimators are not applicable to
short panels because they require T to go to innity.
Wang and Fygenson (2009) provide a xed T quantile based estima-
tor for censored panel data, but with random rather than xed e¤ects. Other
estimators handle random but not xed censoring, including Honore et al.,
2002; Wang and Wang, 2009; and Khan et al., (2011a). Still other related
work includes models of multiple spells of duration (Wang and Wells, 1998;
Lin et al.,1999; Horowitz and Lee, 2004), and nonparametric estimation for
nonlinear panel models and (partial) identication (Hoderlein and White,
2012; Khan et al., 2011b; Chernozhukov et al., 2013, Li and Oka, 2013).
None of the existing semiparametric panel data estimators simultane-
ously handle xed e¤ects, xed T , a non-random censoring point, and heavy
censoring. This chapter provides the rst such estimator, and applies it to
an empirical problem that requires precisely this combination of features.
The proposed estimator is shown to be
p
N -consistent and asymptotically
normal. The censoring point can be unknown, but is assumed to either be
xed or fully determined by regressors. The estimator essentially works by
di¤erencing out xed e¤ects à la Chen and Khan (2008) after applying a
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version of Khan and Powells (2001) linearizing transformation. Chen and
Khan (2008) allow for xed e¤ects and a xed censoring point, but their
estimator is based on median regression and so cannot handle heavy censor-
ing. In contrast, the present paper allows for heavy censoring, and for an
unknown censoring point, assuming that the censoring point is a (possibly
unknown) deterministic function of regressors. Another di¤erence is that
Chen and Khan allow for time-varying xed e¤ect coe¢ cients, while the es-
timator proposed here instead allows for time-varying slopes for regressors,
as is required to assess whether the e¤ects of health at birth and household
characteristics di¤er for rst vs. second born twins.
In addition to nding that survival varies by birth order, even after
conditioning on family xed e¤ects and on health-at-birth characteristics,
the coe¢ cients of health-at-birth measures are themselves found to di¤er
signicantly between rst and second born children. So, e.g., suppose one
wanted to use twin studies to control for family xed e¤ects when evaluating
the impacts of birth weight on survival. The results here show that these
impacts vary by birth order, so it would not be clear whether the rst or
second born twins birth weight coe¢ cient would provide the desired answer.
Twin studies are popular in economics because they provide controls
for the common parental and other household e¤ects. Using identical twins
controls for genes as well. Behrman and Rosenzweig (2004), Almond et al.
(2005), Royer (2005), Oreopoulos et al. (2008), Conley et al. (2006), and
Black et al. (2007) use twin data to determine e¤ects of health-at-birth
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on later outcomes. Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994), Miller et al. (1995),
Behrman and Rosenzweig (1999), Bonjour et al. (2003), Isacsson (2004),
and Li et al. (2012) employ twin data to estimate the return to education.
In most studies, birth order is regarded as random, providing identi-
cation of the e¤ects of given treatments or covariates. However, the medical
literature contains evidence of nonrandomness, i.e., examples of outcomes
that vary systematically by twinsbirth order. Arnold et al. (1987), Goedert
et al. (1991), and Swerdlow et al. (1996) show that risks of some diseases
are related to birth order. Van Baal and Boomsma (1998) provide statistical
summaries of birth weight di¤erences by birth order, showing that rst borns
are heavier than second borns by 40 to 60 grams in identical twins and by
60 to 80 grams in fraternal twins, and shown that the correlation between
birth weight and gestational durations of rst borns is higher than that of
the second borns by 0:03 to 0:12.
Unlike the e¤ects found in these medical studies, in economic analy-
ses we care about outcomes that occur later in life. It is therefore desirable
to estimate di¤erences in outcomes that often occur long after birth (such
as death). This in turn requires estimators that, unlike the raw comparisons
used to obtain the above medical results, account for heavy censoring in the
data.
The data here show that twins systematically di¤er in multiple health-
at-birth variables, particularly in birth weight, and the estimates show that
health-at-birth a¤ects rst and second borns di¤erently (i.e., both wit and the
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coe¢ cients of wit di¤er signicantly by t). The estimates also show evidence
of compensating behaviorin two-parent, but not single parent, households.
This compensating behavior is that parents appear to take better care of the
perceivedly weaker twin. The evidence for compensating behavior is that
the di¤erence in survival probabilities between twins is found to be smaller
in two-parent households, by an amount that depends on birth weight di¤er-
ences between the two.
The model separately identies and estimates both the direct(ce-
teris paribus) impacts of health-at-birth measures like birth weight, and the
totale¤ects of these variables, accounting for family compensating behavior
during the rst year of life. Two di¤erent survival durations, one driven by
directe¤ects and another by totale¤ects, both are found to vary by birth
order, even after conditioning on health at birth and on family xed e¤ects.
The existence of these birth order e¤ects casts serious doubt on the validity
of twin studies that are based on treating each twin as either a conditional or
an unconditional random draw. Similarly, conclusions based on twin stud-
ies may not be applicable to single birth children, because it is not clear
whether the parameters for the rst-born twin or those for the second-born
twin would be the ones that are applicable to single birth children.
This chapter is organized as follow: section 2 sets up our model and
introduces the estimator; section 3 derives the asymptotic properties of the
estimator; section 4 presents a simulation study; section 5 provides the data
description and empirical analysis; nally section 6 concludes.
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1.2. Model and Estimator
1.2.1. Panel Censored Quantile Di¤erence for Two Periods
Consider the censored panel data model
yit = w
0
itt + z
0
it + i + vit, dit = 1[y

it  cit] (2.1)
yit = y

it if dit = 1 and unobserved otherwise
(di1; di2; wi1; wi2; zi; yi1; yi2), i = 1; :::; N , are iid across i and observed
This notation follows the standard convention in panel data of calling t time,
though in the empirical application t will denote the birth order of twins (and
i will index households). Here t and t are possibly time-varying parame-
ter vectors, yit is the unobserved uncensored outcome, yit is the observed,
censored outcome, dit is an indicator that equals one if yit is censored and
zero otherwise, wit is a vector of time-varying regressors, zi is a vector of
regressors that do not vary by time t, including the constant one as its rst
element, i is a xed e¤ect, and vit is an error term.
For now we consider the case of with T = 2 time periods, indexed by
t = 1; 2. The generalization to more time periods is discussed later. Dene
xi to be the vector of all covariates for t = 1 and t = 2, specically, xi
is the vector of all elements of wi1,  wi2, and zi. The censoring point cit
can be unobserved as long as it is fully determined by the regressors, that is,
cit = c (xi) for some unknown function c. Estimation will focus on di¤erences
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yi1   yi2, so the vector  of parameters to be estimated is given by
(2.2)   (01; 02;0)0 where   1   2.
The xed e¤ect i will be assumed to be decomposable into the sum
of two parts, that is,
i = g(xi) + "i
where g() is an unknown function, "i is an error that does not vary by time.
It implies that we decompose the xed e¤ects into two parts; one related to
regressors and another unrelated. It will be shown later that this structure
of the error is implicit in the assumed equation (2.4) below.
Estimation will be based on a variant of quantile regression. Let 
denote a chosen quantile. Dene Dt, Yt, Y t and Xi to be random variables
with realizations given by dit, yit, yit and xi for each observation i. Also,
dene Q to be a conditional quantile function, specically Q(Y t jxi) is the
 quantile of the random uncensored outcome Y t , conditional on xi, the
value of the vector of covariates of observation i. Later we will show that the
above model can be generalized to allow the vector of parameters  to vary
by quantile .
Given a chosen quantile , dene the functions sit and S

it by
(2.3) sit  P (Dt = 1jxi)  and Sit  1[sit > 0] = 1[P (Dt = 1jxi) > ]:
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The function sit is the di¤erence between  and the probability that an
observation it is not censored. The function Sit is then a selection function
that equals one if the probability that an observation it is not censored is
bigger than , and zero otherwise. If we choose  to be a very large quantile,
say, 0:95, then Sit equals one only if there is a very large probability (higher
than 0:95) that observations it is not censored.
Theorem 1. Suppose, for an unknown function g(),
(2.4) Q(Y t jxi) = w0itt + z0it + g(xi); t = 1; 2:
Then
Si1S

i2fQ(Y1jxi) Q(Y2jxi)g = Si1Si2x0i:
Proof. For t = 1; 2, Q(Ytjxi) = minfQ(Y t jxi); citg, which implies
Q(Ytjxi) = Q(Y t jxi) = w0itt + z0it + g(xi) when Q(Y t jxi) < cit:
For the set of xi on which Si1S

i2 = 1, for t = 1; 2,
P (not censoredjxi) = P (Dt = 1jxi) = P (Y t  citjxi) >  () Q(Y t jxi) < cit:
Since Si1S

i2 is fully determined by xi
Q(S

1 SYtjxi) = Si1Si2Q(Ytjxi) = Si1Si2fw0itt + z0it + g(xi)g for t = 1; 2.
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Since g(xi) is common for t = 1; 2, di¤erencing yields
Q(S

1 S

2 Y1jxi) Q(S1 S2 Y2jxi) = Si1Si2(w0i11 w0i22+z0i) = Si1Si2x0i:
The key idea of identication comes from the selection function
Si1S

i2. Since the censored model is non-linear, the xed e¤ects are not dif-
ferenced out by rst-di¤erencing. However, focusing on a subsample with
Si1S

i2 = 1 that is unlikely to be censored allows us to eliminate the xed
e¤ects conditioning on this group. Actually, Si1S

i2 is estimable over all ,
but in our application  should be very small such as below 0:05, because the
probability of dying within a year (P (Dt = 1jxi)) is very small for all babies,
otherwise Si1S

i2 would be not informative. In practice, certain level of 
should be set by a researcher, we will address how to choose  for estimation
later.
To be precise on assumption (2.4), dene Uit to be random variables
with realizations given by uit  "i+ vit for each observation, then we observe
Q(Y

t jxi) = Q(w0itt + z0it + g(xi) + Uitjxi)
= w0itt + z
0
it + g(xi) +Q(Uitjxi)
= w0itt + z
0
it + g(xi) if Q(Uitjxi) = 0:
Using this notation, the identication assumption (2.4) can be written as
Q(Uitjxi) = 0. While this assumption is stronger than necessary, it is useful
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for notational simplicity. If Uit is independent of Xi, but Q(Uitjxi) = c 6= 0
for some constant c, then non-zero term c is absorbed into the intercept
(the rst component in t), so the intercept changes as  changes, which
is parallel shifts. If we allow heteroscedasticity such that Uit  (W 0it)Eit
where  is a constant parameter and Eit is an error term with Q(Eitjxi) =
Q(Eit) = ec for some non-zero constant ec, then
Q(Y

t jxi) = w0itt + z0it + g(xi) + (w0it)ec
= w0it(t + ec) + z0it + g(xi)
= w0it

t + z
0
it + g(xi)
where t  (t + ec) is a parameter vector to vary by quantile  of Eit.
These are standard properties of quantile estimators. The average e¤ect over
 can be estimated by  =
R 
0
d. In this chapter we estimate it using
MDE (Minimum Distance Estimator) over  2 [0:005; 0:1], assuming that t
is constant over .
1.2.2. Two-Stage Estimator
As in Khan and Powell (2001), Theorem 1 suggests a two-stage approach
to estimate of : rst, nonparametrically estimating sit and Q(Ytjxi) for
t = 1; 2, and then estimating  by the least squares estimator (LSE) of
Q(Y1jxi)   Q(Y2jxi) on xi with the weighting function Si1Si2 = 1[si1 >
0]1[si2 > 0].
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Before we move on to a detailed description of the two-stage esti-
mator, some technical remarks are in order. First, instead of the indicator
function Sit, we will use a smooth weighting function !(s

it) approximating
Sit. Second, a trimming function  i  (xi) is required to avoid the denom-
inator problemthat a density function estimator to appear in estimation
procedure can be too small; detailed assumptions on !() and () will be
provided in Section 3. Third, there are various ways to estimate sit and
Q(Ytjxi), but we will use estimators that make the asymptotic distribution
derivation easy.
In the rst-stage, the estimator bsit for sit is obtained with
(2.5) bsit  PNj 6=iK((xj   xi)=h)djtPN
j 6=iK((xj   xi)=h)
  ; t = 1; 2
where K() is a kernel and h is a bandwidth. The rst term in left-hand
side of (2.5) is a standard (Nadaraya-Watson) kernel estimator. For qit 
Q(Ytjxi), we adopt the local polynomial estimator bqit proposed by Chaud-
huri (1991a,b):
(2.6)
264 bqitbit
375 = argmin
q;
P
j 6=i
1[xj ' xi]fyjt   q   r(xj   xi; p; )g
where (A)  A(1[A < 0] ), r(; p; ) is a pth-order polynomial in  with
coe¢ cients , and the specics of 1[xj ' xi] will be provided in Section 3; for
a while, it will be enough to think of 1[xj ' xi] as picking up observations
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with their x similar to xi. Detailed conditions for the estimators bsit and bqit
will be presented in Section 3.
The second-stage is a simple least square procedure using estimates
of bsit and bqit. Let b!it denote !(bsit). The proposed estimator bCQF , called
"Censored Quantile Estimator with Fixed e¤ects (CQF), is obtained by
minimizing
1
N
NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2(bqi1   bqi2   x0i)2
with respect to  and has the closed form
bCQF =  NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2  xix0i 1   NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2  (bqi1   bqi2)xi :
The estimator requires two nonparametric estimators bsit and bqit for
each i and t. However, if the censoring point cit is known, then bsit =bE(Dtjxi)    can be replaced with cit   bqit, which means that obtainingbsit is no longer necessary. Khan and Powell (2001) showed that the choice of
estimators for selection function, bsit or cit   bqit, does not change the asymp-
totic distribution of the second-stage estimator. In the simulation section,
we will compare the performance of these two cases; one with bsit and another
with cit   bqit.
1.2.3. Three Periods (or More)
For panel data with more than two periods (but still a short T ), we con-
sider two ways to generalize CQF. The rst is the within-group estimator:
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recall (2.4) and take average over t = 1; :::; T to obtain
(2.7)
1
T
X
t
Q(Y

t jxi) =
1
T
X
t
w0itt + z
0
i
1
T
X
t
t + g(xi);
subtract (2.7) from (2.4) to have
Q(Y

t jxi) 
1
T
X
t
Q(Y

t jxi) = w0itt  
1
T
X
t
w0itt + z
0
it   z0i
1
T
X
t
t (2.8)
= (1  1
T
)w0itt  
X
s 6=t
w0is
T
s + z
0
i(t  
1
T
X
t
t).
Since the xed e¤ects are time-constant, these are eliminated by subtracting
the average value (2.7). Replacing Q(Y t jxi) with Q(Ytjxi) and multiply-
ing both sides of (2.8) by Si1Si2   SiT , we can estimate (1; :::; T ; t  
T 1
P
t t) using the least squares estimator. Since one equation is redun-
dant, only T   1 equations should be used in estimation procedure. This is,
however, infeasible for the heavily censored case because the number of ob-
servations used in the second-stage would be too small. As in the two-period
case, observations satisfying Si1Si2   SiT = 1 are used in the second-stage,
and intuitively, Si1Si2   SiT = 1 implies that all members of i are unlikely
censored. If T is large and the probability of not being censored is very
small, then the probability that all members of i are not censored would be
too small, so the number of observations with Si1Si2   SiT = 1 does. Ad-
ditionally, there is an issue of which T   1 equations to use, although using
any T   1 equations is likely to be equivalent, intuitively speaking.
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The other way to generalize CQF to more than two periods is min-
imum distance estimator (MDE) using each two-period interval separately
to obtain multiple sets of estimators, which are then combined using an
weighted average. This is explained in the following with T = 3; the general
T case can be easily inferred from this special case.
Consider the rst two periods(t = 1 and 2) and dene the para-
meters as 1  (01; 102 ;012)0; also consider the last two periods(t = 2
and 3) and dene the parameters there as 2  (202 ; 03;023)0. Using the
estimator proposed in the previous subsection, we can get one set of esti-
mates b1 for 1 and another set of estimates b2 for 2. Let Iw being the
identity matrix whose row dimension is the same as that of wit; Iz is analo-
gously dened. Since 12 = 
2
2 (= 2, the wit-parameter for the second-born),
  (01; 02; 03;012;023)0 is estimated by MDE imposing the restriction
12 = 
2
2:
2641
2
375 = R ()
26666666666666664
1
12
12
22
3
23
37777777777777775
=
26666666666666664
Iw 0 0 0 0
0 Iw 0 0 0
0 0 0 Iz 0
0 Iw 0 0 0
0 0 Iw 0 0
0 0 0 0 Iz
37777777777777775
2666666666664
1
2
3
12
23
3777777777775
where R is the matrix with Iw and Iz.
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Let b12  (b10; b20)0. MDE minimizes, with respect to b,
(b12  Rb)0W 1N (b12  Rb)
where WN (!p W for some W ) is a weighting function to be explained
shortly. The solution bmde and its asymptotic distribution are,
bmde = (R
0W 1N R)
 1R0W 1N b
12 and
p
N(bmde   ) Nf0; (R0W 1R) 1g
with  denoting convergence in law. WN is to be obtained from inuence
functions1i and 2i such that
p
N(bj   j) = 1p
N
X
i
ji + op(1); j = 1; 2:
ThenW = E(0) with   (01; 02)0, andWN is a sample analog forW . The
inuence function will be seen in Section 3. For details on MDE, see Lee
(2002, 2010) and the references therein.
1.3. Large Sample Properties
We rst state the assumptions, and then Theorem 2 for the asymp-
totic distribution. Since the estimator is given in a closed form LSE, its
consistency can be easily shown in the process of deriving the asymptotic
distribution in the appendix I.
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(1) AP (assumption on the parameter space): the true parameter  is
in the interior of , a convex subset of Rk where k is the number of
regressors.
(2) Assumptions on Trimming and Weighting Functions.
(a) AT (assumption on the trimming function) : () : Rk ! [0;1)
is bounded and takes on 0 if and only if its argument lies outside
S, which is a compact subset of the support of the regressors.
(b) AW (assumption on the weighting function) : !() : R! [0; 1] is
greater than 0 if and only if its argument is greater than a small
constant  > 0. Also, !(:) is twice continuously di¤erentiable
with a bounded second derivative.
(3) AI (full rank identication condition) : E[!1!

2 xx0] is of full rank.
(4) Assumptions on Regressors and Error Term.
(a) AR (assumption on random sampling and the model) : (2.1) to
(2.4) hold.
(b) ADR (assumption on distribution of regressors) : (i) The sup-
port of x is a convex subset of Rk with an non-empty interior
and x has a continuous density fx with respect to the Lebesque
measure; (ii) fx is bounded away from innity and fx(x)  c > 0
for some constant c and for all x in S; (iii) fx(x) is m times con-
tinuously di¤erentiable with bounded derivatives where m is an
even integer, m > k.
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(c) ADE (assumption on distribution of error terms) : (i) Uit has
 conditional quantile on xi equals zero for t = 1; 2; (ii) The
conditional density futjx(U jx) is positive and continuously dif-
ferentiable for " in a neighborhood of 0 and for all x 2 S; (iii) Its
rst derivative with respect to x is uniformly Hölder-continuous
with exponent % 2 (0; 1] with respect to x for all x 2 S and for
all " in a neighborhood of 0.
(5) Assumptions on the Quantile Regression Function.
(a) ARF (assumption on regression function) : Q(Y t jxi) = w0itt+
z0it + g(xi), t = 1; 2; are di¤erentiable up to order l on S, and
their derivatives of order l are uniformly Hölder-continuous with
exponent % 2 (0; 1].
(b) AOS (assumption on order of smoothness) : With  = l + %
denoting the order of smoothness of the quantile functions,  >
3 + (3k=2) holds.
(6) Assumptions on Kernel and Bandwidth
(a) AK (assumption on kernel function) : (i) k-dimensional sym-
metric product kernel K : Rk ! R satises R K(u)du = 1; (ii)
K is 0 outside a bounded set; (iii)
R
K(u)ui11;u
i2
2;    ; uikk du =
0 for all integers i1; i2;    ; ik such that
Pk
j=1 ij < m where
u = (u1;u2;    ; uk).
(b) AB (assumption on bandwidth) : h satises
p
N(lnN)h2m ! 0
and (lnN)N 1=2h k ! 0.
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(7) Conditions for First-Stage Nonparametric Estimators.
(a) APS (propensity score) : sit = E(Dtjxi)   is estimated by bsit
in (2.5).
(b) AQE (Nonparametric quantile estimation) : Q(Ytjxi) is esti-
mated by bqit in (2.6) with p in r(xj   xi; p; ) being the integer
part of  in AOS and 1[xj ' xi] replaced by 1[xj 2 sN(xi)]
where sN(xi)  fj : j 6= i; jxj   xi j  Ng for  = 1; 2; :::; k
and N = c0N  with some c0 > 0 and  2 ( 12( 1) ; 14+3k ).
Theorem 2. Under the above conditions (for the proof, see Appendix I),
^  !p  and
p
N(b   ) N(0; J 1J 1) where
J  E[!1!2  xx0];   E [0] and
  !1!2  f
1[Y1 < q

1 ]  
fu1jx(0jx)
  1[Y2 < q

2 ]  
fu2jx(0jx)
gx:
As we can see in Theorem 2, s^it   sit does not a¤ect the asymptotic
distribution of the second-stage estimator this is called Oracle property.
To estimate the asymptotic variance, an estimator for futjx(0jx) is needed.
For this, a simple Nadaraya-Watson type estimator can be used as in Khan
(2001): bfutjx(0jxi) = h 1u Pj 6=iK((xj   xi)=h)K(bujt=hu)P
j 6=iK((xj   xi)=h)
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where buit  yit bqit and the bandwidth hu is such that hu ! 0 and n1=8hu !
1.
1.4. Simulation Studies
The simulation design is as follows
yit = 
t
0 + wit + i + uit; for t = 1; 2; dit = 1[y

it < c]
yit = y

it if dit = 1 and yit = c otherwise;
c is chosen such that 1  P (1[yi1  c; yi2  c]) = 0:5; 0:75; 0:95;
 = 1  censoring proportion, 0 = 0;  = 1, i = (wi1 + wi2)=2
uit q wit (independence), COR(wit; i + uit) = 0:71,
N = 200; 500; 1000; 2000; 5000 and 1000 repetition,
The regressor values wit were generated as i.i.d variates uniformly distributed
on the interval [ p3;p3] and the error terms were generated as i.i.d. stan-
dard normal. This simulation design, except for xed e¤ects, follows that
discussed in Khan and Powell (2001). We used the Gaussian Kernel for K,
the rule of thumb for the bandwidth h, and the local linear estimator for q^it.
We set !it  (sit=0:001) where () is cdf of standard normal distribution
and () = 1 always. N is chosen di¤erently, depending on the censored
proportion, to limit the number of observations used in the second-stage to
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around 100-250. For the sake of simplicity, we set time-constant coe¢ cients
for w, the performance of estimators is not much a¤ected by that.
Although c is known in our simulation design, we implement two
versions of CQF: CQF with unknown c (CQF_U) using s^it for the selec-
tion function, and CQF with known c (CQF_K) using q^it for the selection
function. In each table, four estimators are compared on their  estimation:
CQF_U; CQF_K; Honore92from Honore (1992), which assumes a mean-
based censored panel model with xed e¤ects; and CMLE_RE, which is
the MLE under normality for a censored panel model with a random e¤ect.
Mean bias (Mn-Bias) and root mean squared error (RMSE) are reported,
along with median bias (Med-Bias) and median absolute deviation (MAD).
Table 1: 50% Censoring with N = 200; 500
 Mn-Bias RMSE Med-Bias MAD
N = 200
CQF_U  0:080 0:114  0:076 0:079
CQF_K  0:068 0:114  0:078 0:084
Honore92  0:094 0:123  0:079 0:080
CMLE_RE 0:408 0:411 0:407 0:407
N = 500
CQF_U  0:060 0:077  0:057 0:057
CQF_K  0:043 0:072  0:035 0:046
Honore92  0:084 0:099  0:081 0:081
CMLE_RE 0:410 0:412 0:409 0:409
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Table 1 reports the results for 50% censoring with N = 200 and 500,
where RMSE is dominated by bias. CQF_U performs worse than CQF_K in
Mn-Bias and RMSE due to the additional nonparametric estimator s^it, but
not necessarily so in Med-Bias and MAD. CMLE_RE exhibits a substan-
tial bias because it ignores the xed e¤ects causing endogeneity. Honore92
shows a relatively large bias, but performs fairly well in terms of RMSE and
MAD. The performance of all estimators except CMLE_RE improves as N
increases.
In Table 2 with 75% censoring and N = 500; 1000, Honore92 im-
proves with much reduced bias. CQF has a larger bias in magnitude because
the 0:25th quantile is estimated whereas the median was estimated in Table
1. CQF_U does slightly worse than CQF_K as in Table 1 due to the extra
estimator s^it. CMLE_REs performance di¤ers little from that in Table 1.
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Table 2: 75% Censoring with N = 500; 1000
 Mn-Bias RMSE Med-Bias MAD
N = 500
CQF_U  0:108 0:131  0:117 0:117
CQF_K  0:100 0:128  0:106 0:106
Honore92  0:010 0:085  0:017 0:054
CMLE_RE 0:409 0:411 0:413 0:413
N = 1000
CQF_U  0:101 0:113  0:098 0:098
CQF_K  0:090 0:105  0:092 0:092
Honore92 0:006 0:058 0:001 0:039
CMLE_RE 0:411 0:413 0:411 0:411
Table 3 sets the censoring percentage at 95%, and CQF is for the
0:05th quantile accordingly. As expected, the performance of CQF is a little
worse than in Table 1 for the median and Table 2 for the 0:25th quantile. In
contrast to Tables 1 and 2, Honore92 in Table 3 does worst among the four
estimators, this is due to the di¢ culty in estimating the conditional mean
with heavily censored data. CMLE_RE shows almost the same performance
as in Tables 1 and 2. Table 3 demonstrates that the optimal estimator to
use under heavy censoring is CQF.
Table 4 presents the simulation results for a density-weighted CQF
to avoid the appearance of futjx in the asymptotic variance, which means no
trimming function () is needed; this CQF multiplies fu1jxi(0) and fu2jxi(0)
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into the second-stage LSE estimating equation. Although the density-weighted
version performs better than the original CQF for the median and 0:25th
quantile, it does poorly for the 0:05th quantile, probably because the density
multiplication makes the estimating equation too small. Hence the density-
weighted version will not be further considered. Although CQF_U does
worse than CQF_K in Mn-Bias and RMSE, this is not necessarily the case
for Med-Bias and MAD.
Table 3: 95% Censoring with N = 2000; 5000
 Mn-Bias RMSE Med-Bias MAD
N = 2000
CQF_U  0:149 0:166  0:151 0:151
CQF_K  0:183 0:231  0:160 0:160
Honore92  0:570 0:579  0:538 0:538
CMLE_RE 0:413 0:417 0:421 0:421
N = 5000
CQF_U  0:138 0:146  0:145 0:145
CQF_K  0:111 0:126  0:115 0:115
Honore92  0:569 0:576  0:546 0:546
CMLE_RE 0:411 0:413 0:411 0:411
In short, CMLE_RE shows a very stable performance, but it is just
not a right estimator when xed e¤ects are present. With a low censoring
percentage, estimating the conditional mean using Honore92 is optimal. For
heavy censoring, tailquantiles should be estimated instead. CQF_K does
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better than CQF_U, but not much better, even though CQF_U estimates
nonparametrically sit. This may be due to the fact that estimating quantiles
qit is more di¢ cult than estimating s

it. Finally, density weighing that often
works well in other semiparametric estimators does not necessarily work well
for heavy censoring because the density weighting for tail quantiles can make
the certain terms close to zero.
Table 4: Simulation for Density-Weighted CQF
N Estimator Mn-Bias RMSE Med-Bias MAD
50% Censored
200 CQF_U  0:024 0:084  0:024 0:058
CQF_K  0:014 0:094  0:008 0:059
500 CQF_U  0:006 0:043  0:007 0:030
CQF_K  0:010 0:053  0:014 0:040
75% Censored
500 CQF_U  0:047 0:085  0:047 0:057
CQF_K  0:037 0:092  0:048 0:064
1000 CQF_U  0:030 0:060  0:033 0:040
CQF_K  0:016 0:060  0:012 0:042
95% Censored
2000 CQF_U  0:212 0:233  0:210  0:210
CQF_K  0:315 0:429  0:225 0:225
5000 CQF_U  0:213 0:221  0:218  0:218
CQF_K  0:136 0:151  0:134  0:134
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1.5. Empirical Analysis
1.5.1. Data Description: Birth Order is Not Random
This section applies the proposed estimator to a data set the Matched
Multiple Birth File (MMB), and investigates whether the key assumption
underlying twin studies is valid. The data set is originally drawn from the
National Vital Statistics System by matching individual birth records in the
US Live Birth and Fetal Death les for 1995-2000. All multiple births are
in the data, but we consider only twins and triples, because higher multiple
births result in too few observations in the second-stage estimation. The
observation sets with missing or unreliable data for our main variables were
ignored, as well as observations of fetal death before birth.
The data provides survival durations (yit; measured in days) of twins
and the censoring point is one year. The variables to be used are birth weights
(Birwt; measured in kg), Apgar Scores (Apgar; health measure of newborns
5 minute after birth), and two types of abnormality conditions. The rst
type of abnormality condition (Abnor1) consists of 9 health conditions such
as anemia, birth injury, fetal alcohol syndrome, seizure, etc.: if any of these
conditions is reported, then Abnor1 is recorded as 1. In the same way,
the second type of abnormal conditions (Abnor2) consists of 22 congenital
abnormal conditions, such as anencephaly, Down syndrome, hydrocephalus,
spina bida, etc.; Abnor2 is recorded if any of the conditions is reported.
Other than these health-at-birth variables, gender and variables pertaining
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to mothers, such as age and marital status, will be used that are common
for the twins.
Table 5: Twins by Birth Order
First born Second born
Variable Mean SD Mean SD
Birwt 2:395 0:635 2:361 0:639
Apgar 8:645 1:155 8:557 1:198
Abnor1 0:189 0:206
Abnor2 0:021 0:022
1  dit 0:976 0:975
yitjdit = 1 26:15 56:99 28:45 59:08
di¤. mean test  95%,  90% condence levels
Table 5 describes yit and the health (at-birth) variables for the total
189; 188 pairs (i.e., 378; 376 twins) by birth order, and thus demonstrates
birth order e¤ect. The variables for mothers common for the twins are in
Table 6. In Table 5, the rst four variables indicate that the rst borns are
healthier than the second borns. The rst borns exhibit a higher birth weight
than the second borns by 34g and their Apgar is higher by 0:1 on average.
The mean-comparison t-test for birth weight disproves the null hypothesis of
the same mean with t-statistic 39:2. Also the same test for Apgar rejects the
null with t-statistic 37:0. The proportions of both abnormality conditions
for the second borns are higher than those for the rst borns, and their
di¤erences are statistically signicant. The proportion of babies who survive
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longer than a year (dit = 0) is slightly higher among rst borns, whereas
the average survival days of babies with dit = 1 are greater among second
borns; in this sense, one might say that the second borns are not necessarily
unhealthy as compared to rst borns.
Table 6: Twins by Gender and Maternal Variables
Male (190274) Female (188102) Maternal Variables
Variable Mean SD Mean SD Variables Mean SD
Birwt 2:422 0:652 2:335 0:620 Momage 28:71 5:99
Apgar 8:591 1:202 8:613 1:154 Momedu 13:45 2:47
Abnor1 0:204 0:192 Firstvis 2:220 1:26
Abnor2 0:024 0:019 Visdoc 13:15 5:46
1  dit 0:973 0:978 TwoParent 0:730
yitjdit = 1 27:53 57:19 27:05 59:08
di¤. mean test  95%,  90% condence levels
The left panel of Table 6 describes the twins by gender to show the
gender e¤ect. Boys are heavier than girls, but unhealthier in terms of Apgar,
Abnor1 and Abnor2. Also their one year survival proportion is slightly lower
than the girls. The right panel of Table 6 shows the maternal variables com-
mon to the twins (i.e., zi) to be used along with the health variables (i.e., wit)
in our regression analysis. Momageis mother age (average 28.7), Momedu
is mother schooling years (average 13.5), Firstvisis the rst month to visit
a doctor (average 2.22), Visdocis the number of visits to a doctor during
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pregnancy (average 13.2), TwoParentis the marital status and equals 1 if
a mother is married.
Paternal variables are not considered in this paper, because many
observation sets do not include this information. We note the trade-o¤ in
using either the observations with both maternal and paternal information
(a selection problem, as this subsample can di¤er substantially from those
with only maternal information) or using only the maternal variables (an
omitted variable bias due to omitted paternal variables). Since using only the
observations including maternal and paternal data would reduce the sample
size, and because paternal variables compared with maternal variables do not
explain substantially more about survival duration rate than maternal data
alone, we use only observations of maternal data.
In Table 7, we categorizes the sample into four groups by birth order
and gender: boy-girl, girl-boy, girl-girl and boy-boy. The bottom two panels
of Table 7 for the same sex show that the rst borns are healthier and thus
live longer as shown in Table 4, but the top two panels for mixed sex show
that the sex e¤ect (girls are lighter but healthier than boys) is confounded
with the birth order e¤ect (the rst borns are heavier and healthier than the
second borns). That is, when the rst born is a boy and the second born is
a girl (the top left panel), the boys are heavier and healthier in Apgar and
Abnor1 but unhealthier in Abnor2, with the one year survival rate almost
the same as the girls. On the other hand, when the rst born is a girl
and the second born is a boy (the top right panel), the girls are lighter but
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healthier in Apgar, Abnor1, Abnor2 and the one year survival rate. Note
that the sample sizes of the same sex groups are almost double those of the
mixed sex groups because the former includes fraternal and identical twins
whereas the latter has only fraternal twins. Tables 11 and 12 are categorized
by gestational durations and delivery methods(see in the appendix II), and
lead to essentially the same conclusion as Table 4 does; i.e., the rst borns
are heavier and healthier.
In our data, identical twins are not identied. If birth order is ran-
dom, then all covariates across the rst borns and second borns should be
balanced, regardless of the twins being identical or not. But the aforemen-
tioned tables show that the covariate balance does not hold. One possible
reason for this is sex, but the top two panels of Table 7 show that sex is
balanced across the rst and second borns: the proportions of male-female
and female-male are 0:502 and 0:498, the di¤erence of which is statistically
insignicant with the t-value 1:04. That is, sex is not the cause for the di¤er-
ence between the rst borns and second borns. As stated before, Van Baal
and Boomsma (1998) already showed that birth weights are signicantly dif-
ferent by birth order as in Table 8, which is referred to in their Table 1; rst
borns are heavier than second borns by 40 to 60 grams in identical twins and
by 60 to 80 grams in fraternal twins. In short, the above descriptive statis-
tics and mean di¤erence tests for the individual variables show that twins
systematically di¤er in multiple health-at-birth variables.
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Table 7: Data Description of Twin by Gender Composition
First Second First Second
Variable mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD
Mixed Gender Composition (63980)
boy-girl (32119) girl-boy (31861)
Birwt 2:495 0:634 2:341 0:613 2:378 0:618 2:453 0:638
Apgar 8:699 1:083 8:590 1:117 8:691 1:073 8:580 1:157
Abnor1 0:181 0:194 0:177 0:205
Abnor2 0:020 0:017 0:016 0:021
1  dit 0:978 0:979 0:982 0:977
yitjdit = 1 26:10 54:12 30:80 65:34 26:31 59:50 27:94 56:29
Same Gender Composition (125208)
boy-boy (63147) girl-girl (62061)
Birwt 2:409 0:655 2:380 0:659 2:338 0:618 2:305 0:624
Apgar 8:608 1:216 8:523 1:261 8:632 1:167 8:564 1:195
Abnor1 0:201 0:218 0:189 0:201
Abnor2 0:025 0:026 0:019 0:020
1  dit 0:972 0:971 0:977 0:976
yitjdit = 1 26:90 57:22 28:62 58:83 25:17 57:05 27:46 57:62
di¤. mean test  95%,  90% condence levels
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Table 8. Birth Weight of Twins
in Netherlands 1987,1988 or 1989
N First Second Mean Di¤.
Boy-Boy Ident. 473 2:539 2:478 0:061
Frat. 497 2:682 2:599 0:083
Girl-Girl Ident. 515 2:457 2:416 0:041
Frat. 465 2:590 2:526 0:064
Boy-Girl 516 2:689 2:492 0:197
Girl-Boy 464 2:527 2:603  0:076
To assess the validity of the twin studies assumption, we should
nd signicant birth order e¤ecton later outcomes of twins conditioning on
heath-at-birth. However, the meaning of birth order e¤ectis not obvious in
our case. For instance, if parents a¤ect the survival durations of twins di¤er-
ently by birth order, is it correct to call this as a birth order e¤ect? In view
of questions like this, we examine the meaning of birth order e¤ect closely
in the following section, after which we will discuss exactly each covariate
contributes to the birth order e¤ect using our estimator.
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1.5.2. Meaning of Birth Order E¤ect and Fraternal versus Identical
For the simplicity, we ignore the censoring problem for a while, and
consider
yi1 = w
0
i1( + f ) + z
0
i( + f ) +mi1(+ f ) + i + vi1
yi2 = w
0
i2 + z
0
i +m
0
i2+ i + vi2
where ; , and s are parameters, mit is interaction terms between com-
ponents of wit and zi. In our data, wit consists of health-at-birth vari-
ables(henceforth, health variables) and sex, whereas zi consists of maternal
traits. From the two equations, we obtain
yi1   yi2 = w0i1( + f )  w0i2 + z0f +m0i1(+ f ) m0i2+ vi1   vi2
= (wi1   wi2)0 + w0i1f + z0f + (mi1  mi2)0+m0i1f + vi1   vi2:
There are three terms of di¤erences in parameters due to birth order e¤ect,
f , f , and f . If parents a¤ect survival durations of twins di¤erently, then
di¤erence in this e¤ect is captured by f and f . It is is not obvious to
regard it as birth order e¤ect or not. Regarding the meaning of birth order
e¤ect, we make several points.
First, we consider two di¤erent birth order e¤ects; a biological birth
order e¤ect and a total birth order e¤ect. Which e¤ect to look at depends
on the relevant question or policy. The biological birth order e¤ect is due to
natural di¤erences between twins. For instance, the rst borns are heavier
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than the second borns, and this weight di¤erence causes survival duration
di¤erence. Another cause of the natural di¤erence is di¤erence in e¤ects
of health variables. In the last equation, if we control health variables (i.e.
compare the twins with wi1 = wi2), then we will capture w0i1f that is the
di¤erential e¤ect of birth order on rst born when health variables of twins are
the same. If health variables are not controlled, then we obtain (wi1 wi2)0
as well as w0i1f ; the former is the e¤ect due to health variables di¤erence
and the latter is the e¤ect due to di¤erence in coe¢ cients. If we do not allow
di¤erent coe¢ cients for twins in our panel model, then we will be missing
the birth order e¤ect w0i1f . This would be a mistake because birth weight
can a¤ect the rstborn di¤erently than it a¤ects the second born. In our
empirical analysis below, indeed f matters.
On the other hand, the total birth order e¤ect includes not only
natural di¤erence, but also any other outside intervention such as parents
di¤erent treatment or social environment. As our empirical analysis will
show, two-parent households exhibit a compensating behaviorto partially
negate the twinssurvival duration di¤erence: they take better care of the
perceivedly weaker twin. This behavior takes place after birth, and reduces
natural di¤erences between twins caused by birth order. We will call the
birth order e¤ect including this compensating behavior after birth as total
birth order e¤ect.
Second, we consider that sex included in wit gives a sex e¤ect (fe-
males are more durable and live longer), which is distinct from a birth order
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e¤ect. But sex may interact with health variables. The interaction terms be-
tween sex and health variables are also components of wit, which is part of
birth order e¤ect because the e¤ect of health variables may be di¤erent de-
pending on sex. With this point understood, we will not separately consider
sex any more.
Third, with Q(Ytjxi) = w0itt + z0it +m0itt + g(xi) (censoring still
ignored), we have
Q(Y1jxi) Q(Y2jxi) = w0i11   w0i22 + z0i +m0i11  m0i22:
In , the rst component is the intercept di¤erence between Q(Y1jxi) and
Q(Y2jxi). Since the intercepts in Q(Y1jxi) and Q(Y2jxi) capture the 
quantiles of all combined unobserved variables, we may nd the intercept
di¤erence non-zero, but we cannot tell whether this is due to a biological
birth order e¤ect (due to some omitted health variables) or other e¤ects
(due to some omitted maternal traits or its interaction variables). It might
be viewed as a part of the total birth order e¤ect.
Since identical twins are more alike than fraternal twins, one may
argue that the birth order e¤ect in our data would be due to fraternal twins.
However, given this birth weight di¤erence in Table 8, it is unlikely that the
other health variables would be the same between identical twins. That is,
both fraternal and identical twins must contribute to the birth order e¤ect,
although the former is likely to contribute more than the latter.
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Consider a rst-di¤erencing model using only identical twins: for
some errors ("i1; "i2),
yi1   yi2 = (wi1   wi2) + "i1   "i2
where yit is an economic outcome and wit is birth weight. Since health
conditions at birth are likely to di¤er for identical twins as birth weights
are the rstborn tends to be healthier and heavier those health variables
underlying "i1  "i2 make wi1 wi2 endogenous. This would spell trouble for
many economic studies that treat wi1 wi2 purely random (i.e., unrelated to
any other variables) to do the LSE of yi1   yi2 on wi1   wi2.
More important than the omitted health variables are the omitted
variables interacting with (wi1; wi2) because they are necessarily correlated
with wi1 wi2. Our empirical analysis will show that some maternal variables
do interact with (wi1; wi2), insofar mothers try to reduce the survival duration
di¤erence of their twins. Since, as far as we are aware, all twin studies (even
those using only identical twins) omit such interaction variables, and since
the parentscompensating behavior should apply to identical twins as well as
to fraternal ones, twin studies are likely to estimate the total health variable
e¤ect including parentsintervention after birth.
Does this mean that all existing twin studiesndings meaningless?
Not necessarily. What we just argued is that those studies failed to nd
the direct (i.e., ceteris paribus) e¤ectof a regressor at birth that they re-
garded as random (such as birth weight). The omitted variable bias, due
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to omitting the variables that are related to the regressor but realized much
after birth, can be interpreted as the indirect e¤ectof the regressor. This
means that these twin studies estimate the total e¤ects of health variables,
which is the sum of the direct and indirect. Bear in mind that the total
e¤ect is the e¤ect when we let the nature takes its course, which includes the
parentscompensating behavior as well as some other animals aggravating
behavior(selective feeding to let the weaker perish); it may or may not be
our intended e¤ect. Even though one estimates the correct model, having
two di¤erent parameters for health variables (wi1; wi2) means that what is
learned from twin data may not be applicable to singletons, as it is not clear
which parameter is relevant for singletons.
1.5.3. Decomposition of Survival Duration Di¤erence
Before estimation, we should choose  in the  quantile. Recall that the
observations used in the second-stage are those with the conditional prob-
ability of non-censoring higher than  (Si1S

i2 = 1). Figure 1 presents the
conditional probability of non-censoring vs. birth weight. Figure 1 illustrates
the trade-o¤ in choosing : the more extreme , the more observations with
Si1S

i2 = 1, but the less accurately the quantile can be estimated. For in-
stance, with  = 0:2, the observations with birth weight lower than 0:8kg
(observations with P (Dt = 1jxi)  0:2), their average birth weight is around
0:66g, will be used in the second-stage. As a result, the sample size would
be too small, as would the variation of regressors. On the other hand, with
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Figure 1.1. Conditional Probability of Noncensoring
 = 0:01, the observations with relatively normal birth weigh might be used,
but 0:01th quantile is too extreme to be estimated accurately. Considering
this trade-o¤, a variety of  2 [0:005; 0:1] will be used.
The model we use for our empirical analysis is
yi1 = (0 + 0f ) + w
0
i1( + f ) + z
0
i( + f ) + wi1z
0
i(+ f ) + g(xi) + ui1(5.1)
yi2 = 0 + w
0
i2 + z
0
i + wi2z
0
i+ g(xi) + ui2 (5.2)
=) yi1   yi2 = 0f +w0i + w0i1f + zif + ziw0i+ wi1z0if +ui;(5.3)
to avoid further notational complexity, we put witzi in the model although
only some components (not all) of wit would interact with zi in reality. The
estimated parameters are (0f ; ; f ; f ; ; f ). As stated in the previous
section, we separate the biological birth order e¤ect (w0i and f) from
the total birth order e¤ect, and regard the  and  parameters as parents
intervention, so a part of the total birth order e¤ect.
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Table 9: Estimation Results with  = 0:03 (5306)
;  SD f ; f SD 0f ; f SD
Birwt 18:5 5:67 54:2 4:91 Intercept    23:6 5:51
Birwt2 0:06 0:73    5:32 1:17 Momage 0:29 0:15
Apgar 0:69 0:68  0:25 0:39 Momedu  0:16 0:20
ApgarBirwt 1:26 0:43  0:08 0:28 Firstvis 0:38 0:33
Boy  1:50 1:69 0:56 1:78 Visdoc 0:01 0:06
BoyBirwt    7:37 0:88    2:12 1:09 TwoParent 6:82 1:54
Abnor1    7:68 0:43 5:42 0:91
Abnor2    10:8 0:37  0:23 0:66
MomageBirwt 0:26 0:12    0:68 0:08
TwoParentBirwt    14:7 1:96    14:3 0:96
Birwt is measured in kilogram and Y in days. () is the number of observations used in the
second-stage, 95%,  90% condence levels
The rst column in Table 9 presents common e¤ects of the health
variables; it shows the e¤ects due to the di¤erences in the health variables
between the twins. If twins are exactly the same in terms of health variables,
then this e¤ect disappears. The second column shows the interaction e¤ects
between the variables in the rst column and the rst-born dummy, which
are the e¤ects due to di¤erences in coe¢ cients (assuming the health variables
are the same for the twins). Recall that we do not regard the third column
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and the last two rows of the rst two columns as a part of the biological birth
order e¤ect, because they include maternal variables.
To nd the biological birth order e¤ect, consider the marginal birth
weight e¤ect for the rst borns and the second borns. The rst-derivative of
(5.1) and (5.2) with respect to Birwt ignoringMomageBirwt and TwoParentBirwt
gives us
18:5 + 2 0:06 Birwt+ 1:26Apgar  7:37 Boy
+(54:2  2 5:32 Birwt  0:08Apgar  2:12 Boy) Firstborn
=) 53 for the rst borns (with the regressors at their means)
=) 25:9 for the second borns (with the regressors at their means).
One additional kilogram in birth weight increases the survival durations of
the rst borns and the second borns by 53 days and 25:9 days on average,
respectively. The di¤erence of these two birth weight e¤ects of twins is
interpreted as the biological birth order e¤ect. Even though the birth weights
of twins are the same, the birth weight e¤ect is bigger for the rst borns by
as much as 27:2 days on average. This e¤ect is as big as 3 point di¤erence
in Apgar and 42% di¤erence in second bornsbirth weight. However, if twin
has two-parent, then this advantage for the rst born is reduced by  14:3
days, which is a compensating behavior shown by parents. If all observable
health variables are the same in twins, then rst borns live 94 days longer
(w0i1f = 94) than second borns on average, without outside intervention.
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The marginal birth weight e¤ects including parentscompensating
behavior (captured by  and f), are almost the same for twins; 20:1 days
for the rst borns, and 22:6 days for second borns. It implies that birth order
corresponds to inherent di¤erence between twins at birth, and this di¤erence
continues to grow long after birth (the rstborn tends to be healthier and live
longer), but the parentscompensating behavior reduces this di¤erence by
treating the rst borns and second borns di¤erently. However, even though
parentscompensating behavior is considered, rst borns still live 11 days
longer (0f +w
0
i1f +zif +wi1z
0
if = 11) than second borns, given the same
health conditions. This e¤ect is as big as 21% di¤erence in second borns
birth weight.
To see the marginal e¤ect of TwoParent, take the rst-derivative of
the regression function of (5.3) with respect to TwoParent to obtain
6:82  14:7Birwt  14:3 First bornsBirwt
= 6:82  14:7 0:034  14:3 2:38 =  27:7 (with variables at means).
It implies that if twin has two-parent, the di¤erence in survival durations
between twins decreases by 27:7 days on average.
Momage in the third column seems to show the similar behavior.
Taking a closer look, observe that the derivative of the regression function
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with respect to Momage is (with variables at means)
0:29 + 0:26Birwt  0:68 First bornsBirwt
=) 0:29 + 0:26 0:034  0:68 2:38 =  1:32:
The marginal e¤ect of the mothersage with the regressors at their means is
relatively small.
We examine the same model with di¤erent  ranging 0:005 to 0:1,
and their results are in Tables 13 and 14 in the appendix II. As  increases,
the number of observations used in the second-stage decreases rapidly. Re-
gression parameters change as  changes, which can be understood in terms
of the error term heteroscedastic factor showing up in the quantile regression
function with a -dependent scale. The e¤ect of birth weight is di¤erent
across twins up to 10% quantile after controlling the parentscompensating
behavior. The null hypothesis of no birth order di¤erence in the parameters
is easily disproved, as Tables 9, 13 and 14 demonstrate.
Also, we estimate the average e¤ect over  ranging 0:005 to 0:1 using
MDE, and their results are in Table 15 (see Appendix II). The result shows
essentially the same phenomenon as Table 9 does; i.e., the e¤ects of health
variables are di¤erent across twins and a compensating behavioris seen in
two-parent household and elder mothers, meaning that they take better care
of the weaker twin.
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Additionally, we consider triplets using the estimator suggested in
Section 2.3, and their results are presented in Tables 16 and 17 of the ap-
pendix II. The results exhibit signicant birth order e¤ects, but 1  2 and
2   3 have opposite sign. The total sample size is 6775; and the number
of observations used in the second-stage is only about 230.
In summary, we found that twins systematically di¤er in multiple
health variables, particularly in birth weight, and the estimates shown that
health variables a¤ect rst and second borns di¤erently. The estimates also
shown evidence of compensating behavior in two-parent households and this
behavior reduces the di¤erence in survival durations of twins by an amount
that depends on birth weight di¤erences between twins. We also found that
survival durations of twins vary by birth order, even after conditioning on
health at birth and on family xed e¤ects. The existence of these birth order
e¤ects casts serious doubt on the validity of twin studies that are based
on treating each twin as either a conditional or an unconditional random
draw. Similarly, conclusions based on twin studies may not be applicable to
single birth children, because it is not clear whether the parameters for the
rst-born twin or those for the second-born twin would be the ones that are
applicable to single birth children.
1.5.4. Comparison Results
So far, we have allowed for time-varying parameters and have found
that indeed some parameters do vary across twins. In contrast, if we assume
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all e¤ects are the same for rst and second borns, but allowing di¤erent
intercepts, then have
yi1 = 0 + 0f + wi1 + g(xi) + ui1 and y

i2 = 0 + wi2 + g(xi) + ui2
=) yi1   yi2 = 0f +wi +ui:
For the sake of comparison, Table 10 presents estimation results for  = 0:03
with a variety of specications. In comparing Table 10 to Table 9, it is notable
that the intercept di¤erence is very small in all columns of Table 10, which
one might interpret as a very small birth order e¤ect. However, regarding the
intercept di¤erence as the birth order e¤ect is ill-advised. Also, in the rst
column, the (marginal) birth weight e¤ect is 22:7 days, but it dramatically
changes to 0:2 days in the fourth column, when the model includes square
and interaction terms with other variables. The above empirical analysis,
however, shows that there are signicant birth weight e¤ects for rst and
second borns.
For the sake of another comparison with other estimators, we es-
timate the same model using two simple estimation methods (even though
none of these estimators are consistent for our model); LSE with equation
(5.3) ignoring the censoring problem (but handling xed e¤ects) and MLE
with random e¤ects (but handling the censoring problem).
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The estimation results of these two estimators presented in Table
18 and 19(see Appendix II) di¤er substantially from those in Table 9. The
estimation results in the rst panel of Table 18, using all observations for LSE,
show that additional 1kg in birth weight increases the survival durations by
10 days for the rst borns and 7:5 days for the second borns, however most
of the coe¢ cients for rst borns are insignicant. Also none of coe¢ cients
of parentsvariables are signicant. In the second panel of Table 18, non-
censored observations are used, there are only two coe¢ cients signicant.
In the Table 19 in the appendix II, the estimation results for censored
MLE with random e¤ects are presented. As we can expect, all coe¢ cients
are extremely overestimated; additional 1kg in birth weight increases the
survival durations by 115 days for the rst borns and 69 days for the second
borns, which are 2 times bigger than our results. If twins are exactly the
same in terms of health variables, then rst borns live 20 days longer than
second borns, which is almost 2 times bigger than our results, too.
As another concern, the fact that our data cannot distinguish among
fraternal and identical twins is still a shortcoming, even though we argue
that both fraternal and identical twins exhibit the birth order e¤ect. So we
suggest an alternative test for no birth order e¤ect for identical twins, using
the mixed sex group comprised completely fraternal twins. This approach
di¤ers from that of Conley et al. (2006) and Conley and Strully (2012), and is
proven in appendix III. However, because the test is conditional mean based,
and what is estimable in our data is only the conditional quantile, we cannot
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use it directly. If we interpret the estimated (conditional quantile) results as
conditional mean and apply to the proposed test, then the null hypothesis of
no birth order e¤ect for identical twins is strongly rejected, but it is merely
an alternative, not the optimal approach.
1.6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a panel data estimator, which is the rst
one in the literature that simultaneously handles having an unknown error
distribution, xed e¤ects, xed T , xed censoring point, and heavy (greater
than 50%) censoring. These features are all required to adequately deal with
the limitations of available census data on twins. The proposed estimator is
shown to be
p
N -consistent and asymptotically normal. The censoring point
can be unknown, but is assumed to either be xed or fully determined by
regressors.
The estimator was applied to analyze twinssurvival durations that
are 97%-censored at one year. We found that twins systematically di¤er
in multiple health variables, particularly in birth weight, and the estimates
show that health variables a¤ect rst and second borns di¤erently. The es-
timates also shown evidence of compensating behavior in two-parent house-
holds and this behavior reduces the di¤erence in survival durations of twins
by an amount that depends on birth weight di¤erences between twins. We
also found that survival durations of twins vary by birth order, even after
conditioning on health at birth and on family xed e¤ects. The existence of
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these birth order e¤ects casts serious doubt on the validity of twin studies
that are based on treating each twin as either a conditional or an uncondi-
tional random draw. Similarly, conclusions based on twin studies may not
be applicable to single birth children, because it is not clear whether the
parameters for the rst-born twin or those for the second-born twin would
be the ones that are applicable to single birth children.
1.7. Appendix
1.7.1. Appendix I
To show the consistency, uniform rate consistency of the rst-stage
estimators is needed, which was proven in Lemma 8.10 of Newey and Mc-
Fadden (1994) and in Lemma 4.3a of Chaudhuri et al.
Lemma 1. Under assumptions AR, ADR, AK and APS,
sup
xi2S
jbsit   sitj = op(N 1=4):
Lemma 2. Under assumptions AR, ADE, ARF, AOS and AQE,
sup
qitc3=2;xi2S
jbqit qitj = op(N 1=4) and P (sup jbqit   qitj  c=2)  ! 0 at an exponential rate.
Proof. Due to AQE, the rst equality follows from Lemma 4.3a in Chaudhuri
et. al (1997). The second result for the local polynomial estimator has been
proved in Lemma A.2 in Chen and Khan (2008). 
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Replacing bqit and bsit with qit and sit, the consistency of ^ holds due
to AI. For the asymptotic distribution, observe
b    =  1xxxv where xx  1N NPi=1  ib!i1b!i2xix0i and
xv  1
N
NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2xi(bqi1   bqi2   x0i)
=
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!

i1!

i2xi(q

i1   qi2   x0i) (FOC1)
+
1
N
NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2xi(bqi1   qi1) (FOC2)
  1
N
NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2xi(bqi2   qi2) (FOC3)
+
1
N
NP
i=1
 ifb!i1b!i2   !i1!i2gxi(qi1   qi2   x0i) (FOC4)
(FOC1) is zero due to ADE, and we deal with the other terms in the follow-
ing.
Lemma 3. Under assumptions AR, AW, AT, ADR, ADE, AK, and APS,
(FOC4) = op(N
 1=2):
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Proof. A mean value expansion of b!i1b!i2 around !i1!i2 gives, for some N ,
(FOC4) =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2(bsi1   si1)Mi (FOC4:1)
+
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!

i1!
0
i2 (bsi2   si2)Mi (FOC4:2)
+N
where Mi  xi(qi1   qi2   x0i), !0 is the rst-derivative of ! evaluated at
the mean value and N = op(N 1=2) by Lemma 1. We will show FOC4:1 =
op(N
 1=2) rst, and the same argument can be used to show FOC4:2 =
op(N
 1=2).
Ignoring the constant term  in bsit, bsit is nothing but the Nadaraya-
Watson kernel estimatorP
j 6=iK((xi   xj)=h)djtP
j 6=iK((xi   xj)=h)

bitbfi :
Linearizing this ratio, FOC4:1 can be written as
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2(bsi1   si1)Mi =  1 +  2 +  3 +  4;
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 1 =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2f
 1
i (
bi1   i1)Mi
 2 =  
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2i1f
 2
i (
bfi   fi)Mi
 3 =  
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2f
 1
i
bf 1i ( bfi   fi)(bi1   i1)Mi
 4 =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2i1f
 2
i
bf 1i ( bfi   fi)2Mi:
By Lemma 1 and boundedness of bf ,  3 and  4 are op(N 1=2).
Next, we will show that  1;  2 = op(N
 1=2). Following the same
arguments as used in the proof of Lemma A.9 of Khan and Powell (2001),
 1 can be written as
 1 =  11 +  12 where  11 =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2f
 1
i fbi1   E(bi1)gMi
 12 =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2f
 1
i fE(bi1)  i1gMi:
Plug bi1 into  11 to get
 11 =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2f
 1
i f
1
N   1
X
j 6=i
h kK(
xi   xj
h
)dj1   E(bi1)gMi:
In order to show  11 = op(N
 1=2), write  11 as a U-statistic:
 11 =
1
N(N   1)
N 1P
i=1
NX
j=i+1
 i!
0
i1!

i2f
 1
i f
1
hk
K(
xi   xj
h
)(dj1 + di1)  (E(bi1) + E(bj1))gMi
 1
N(N   1)
N 1P
i=1
NX
j=i+1
pN(mi;mj) where mi = fdi1; x0ig0:
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A su¢ cient condition for the U-statistic projection theorem is
E[jjpN(mi;mj)jj2] = o(N)
which holds because E[jjpN(mi;mj)jj2] = O(h kc) = o(N) by AB. Also, by
ADE, we get E fpN(mi;mj)jmjg = 0, and since E(bi1) = E(D1jxi)f(xi),
we have E fpN(mi;mj)jmig = 0. Then Lemma 3.1 in Powell et al. (1989)
implies  11 = op(N
 1=2).
Moving on to  12, E( 12) = 0 holds due to ADE, and all terms in
 12 except E(bi1) i1 are bounded above. Using the dominated convergence
theorem and AB, E[jjE(bi1) i1jj2]! 0. Thus  12 = op(N 1=2) because the
mean and variance converge to zero. Then  1 = op(N
 1=2) follows. Using
the same steps,  2 = op(N
 1=2) also holds, and thus FOC4:1 = op(N 1=2)
and FOC4:2 = op(N 1=2). 
Next, we deal with FOC2 (FOC3 can be dealt with by doing anal-
ogously)
Lemma 4. Under the assumptions AR, AW, AT, ADR, ADE, AK, APS,
ARF, AOS and AQE,
(FOC2) =
1
N
NP
i=1
Bifu1jx(0jxi) 1(1[yi1 < qi1] )+op(N 1=2) where Bi   i!i1!i2xi:
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Proof. (FOC2) can be decomposed as
(FOC2) =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!

i1!

i2xi(bqi1   qi1) (FOC2:1)
+
1
N
NP
i=1
 i(b!i1b!i2   !i1!i2)xi(bqi1   qi1): (FOC2:2)
A mean value expansion of b!i1b!i2 in FOC2:2 around !i1!i2 gives
(FOC2:2) =
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2(bsi1   si1)xi(bqi1   qi1) (FOC2:21)
+
1
N
NP
i=1
 i!

i1!
=
i2 (bsi2   si2)xi(bqi1   qi1)(FOC2:22)
+rN
where rN = op(N
 1) by Lemmas 1 and 2. Then FOC2:21 = op(N 1=2) and
FOC2:22 = op(N
 1=2) by Lemmas 1 and 2.
Next, we consider FOC2:1. The argument is analogous to that in
the proof of Lemma 5 of Chen and Khan (2000). Chaudhuri (1991a) and
Chaudhuri et al. (1997) have established the linear representation for the lo-
cal polynomial estimator for bqi1, so we plug it into bqi1 qi1 in FOC2:1. Then,
FOC2:1 can be rewritten as a second-order U-statistic plus an asymptotically
negligible term:
1
N(N   1)
N 1P
i=1
NP
j 6=i
Bi
1[yj1 < q

j1]  
fu1;x(0; xi)
k
N
1[xj 2 sN(xi)] + op(N 1=2) (US)
 1
N(N   1)
N 1P
i=1
NP
j=i+1
N(emi; emj) + op(N 1=2) where emi = fyi1; x0ig0:
56
Note that
E[jjN(emi; emj)jj2] = O(  32kN ) = o(N)
holds with AQE, so we can apply the U-statistic projection theorem.
By ADE, we have EfN(emi; emj)jemjg = EfN(emi; emj)g = 0. Due to
Lemma 3.1 of Powell et. al. (1989) (US) can be written as follows:
(US) =
1
N
NP
i=1
EfN(emi; emj)jemig+ op(N 1=2):
By the dominated convergence theorem, EfN(emi; emj)jemig converges almost
surely to
Bifu1jx(0jxi) 1(1[yi1 < qi1]  )
and, by the dominated convergence theorem again, we get
E[jjEfN(emi; emj)jemig  Bifu1jx(0jxi) 1(1[yi1 < qi1]  )jj2]! 0:
Finally we have
(FOC2:1) =
1
N
NP
i=1

Bifu1jx(0jxi) 1(1[yi1 < qi1]  )

+ op(N
 1=2)
which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5. Under assumptions AR, AW, AT, ADR, ADE, AK, APS and
AQE,
(FOC3) =
1
N
NP
i=1

Bifu2jx(0jxi) 1(1[yi2 < qi2]  )

+op(N
 1=2) where Bi   i!i1!i2xi:
57
Proof. This can be proved by doing analogously to the preceding lemma. 
Lemma 6. Under the assumptions AI, AW, AT, ADR, and APS,
1
N
NP
i=1
 ib!i1b!i2  xix0i ( bJ)
 ! PEf!1!2  xx0g  J:
Proof. bJ can be decomposed as
bJ = 1
N
NP
i=1
 i!

i1!

i2  xix0i ( bJ:1)
+
1
N
NP
i=1
 i(b!i1b!i2   !i1!i2)  xix0i: ( bJ:2)
A mean value expansion of b!i1b!i2 around !i1!i2 gives
bJ:2 = 1
N
NP
i=1
 i!
0
i1!

i2(bsi1   si1)  xix0i + 1N NPi=1  i!i1!0i2 (bsi2   si2)  xix0i + N
where N = op(N
 1=2) by Lemma 1. Since
p
N supxi2S jjbsit   sitjj2 !P 0
by Lemma 1, the conclusion follows by Lemma 4.3 in Newey and McFadden
(1994). 
We now have
xv =
1
N
NP
i=1
Bi
1[yi1 < q

i1]  
fu1jx(0jxi)
  1
N
NP
i=1
Bi
1[yi2 < q

i2]  
fu2jx(0jxi)
+ op(N
 1=2):
58
Combining Lemma 4, 5 and 6, b    has the following linear representation
that leads to the desired asymptotic distribution:
b    =  1xx  1N NPi=1Bif1[yi1 < q

i1]  
fu1jx(0jxi)
  1[yi2 < q

i2]  
fu2jx(0jxi)
g+ op(N 1=2):
59
1.7.2. Appendix II
Table 11: Twins by Gestation
First Second Total
Variable mean SD mean SD mean SD
Gestation37 (86886)
Birwt 2:752 0:429 2:711 0:444 2:731 0:437
Apgar 8:911 0:636 8:834 0:750 8:872 0:696
Abnor1 0:095 0:112 0:103
Abnor2 0:014 0:015 0:015
1  dit 0:995 0:995 0:995
yitjdit = 1 69:08 81:59 70:86 82:22 70:05 81:88
Gestation<37 (108705)
Birwt 2:093 0:630 2:065 0:637 2:079 0:634
Apgar 8:412 1:439 8:311 1:462 8:362 1:452
Abnor1 0:268 0:285 0:276
Abnor2 0:025 0:026 0:026
1  dit 0:958 0:956 0:957
yitjdit = 1 21:49 51:74 23:54 54:00 22:53 52:92
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Table 12: Twins by C-section
First Second First Second
Variable Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Natural Birth & Gestation 37 C-section & Gestation 37
Birwt 2:731 0:417 2:702 0:428 2:756 0:439 2:699 0:456
Apgar 8:901 0:639 8:795 0:784 8:915 0:640 8:855 0:739
Abnor1 0:086 0:111 0:104 0:114
Abnor2 0:012 0:014 0:016 0:016
1  dit 0:996 0:995 0:995 0:994
yitjdit = 1 78:37 83:45 74:42 85:79 60:93 77:59 67:66 81:13
Natural Birth & Gestation< 37 C-section & Gestation< 37
Birwt 2:095 0:633 2:091 0:639 2:058 0:627 2:012 0:634
Apgar 8:334 1:663 8:179 1:740 8:457 1:230 8:384 1:229
Abnor1 0:239 0:258 0:301 0:311
Abnor2 0:022 0:024 0:028 0:028
1  dit 0:946 0:940 0:967 0:967
yitjdit = 1 14:62 43:39 14:89 43:28 31:08 60:67 34:49 62:47
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Table 13. Estimation Results with  = 0:01; 0:05
;  (SE) f ; f (SE) 0f ; f (SE)
 = 0:01(10628)
Birwt 46:0 15:82 23:8 6:99 Intercept  14:5 8:93
Birwt2    4:96 1:71 3:63 1:50 Momage 0:27 0:18
Apgar 0:17 0:71 1:50 0:56 Momedu 0:37 0:35
ApgarBirwt 1:82 0:54    0:87 0:34 Firstvis 1:96 0:57
Boy  1:83 2:76  2:84 2:53 Visdoc    0:28 0:13
BoyBirwt    5:34 1:29    3:48 1:40 TwoParent 1:11 2:46
Abnor1    7:43 0:94 4:13 1:50
Abnor2    9:30 1:38 0:87 1:76
MomageBirwt  0:29 0:34    0:58 0:09
TwoParentBirwt    14:5 4:18    10:2 1:43
 = 0:05(4423)
Birwt  37:1 22:7 71:7 8:30 Intercept    36:9 10:2
Birwt2 2:41 2:10    4:83 1:62 Momage 0:56 0:19
Apgar 1:83 1:08    1:14 0:54 Momedu  0:35 0:39
ApgarBirwt  0:25 0:79 0:21 0:40 Firstvis  0:62 0:67
Boy  3:10 2:43 4:13 2:62 Visdoc 0:10 0:12
BoyBirwt    5:16 1:82 0:05 1:99 TwoParent 13:7 2:69
Abnor1    6:66 2:12 6:45 1:57
Abnor2    12:5 0:57 1:72 0:90
MomageBirwt 1:89 0:55    1:11 0:11
TwoParentBirwt  11:4 7:97    21:5 2:05
1
1Birwt is measured in kilogram and Y in days. () is the number of observations used in
the second-stage,  95%,  90% condence levels
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Table 14. Estimation Results with  = 0:005; 0:1
;  (SE) f ; f (SE) 0f ; f (SE)
 = 0:005 (12116)
Birwt 9:84 14:3 15:5 5:94 Intercept 6:45 9:45
Birwt2  1:70 1:70    6:81 1:27 Momage 0:10 0:24
Apgar 1:23 1:22  0:89 0:57 Momedu  0:05 0:32
ApgarBirwt 1:66 1:47 1:74 0:56 Firstvis 2:32 0:50
Boy    4:39 2:65  2:36 2:89 Visdoc    0:30 0:13
BoyBirwt  1:04 1:30    3:63 1:23 TwoParent    8:35 2:73
Abnor1  4:80 3:17 2:77 1:44
Abnor2    14:5 6:20 5:40 2:13
MomageBirwt  0:34 0:23    0:19 0:10
TwoParentBirwt 2:34 2:80  1:56 1:14
 = 0:1 (3598)
Birwt  17:0 39:4 36:1 7:53 Intercept    35:3 10:1
Birwt2  0:08 2:59  1:29 1:40 Momage 0:29 0:18
Apgar 0:95 1:10  0:55 0:53 Momedu 0:74 0:36
ApgarBirwt 0:92 0:84 0:43 0:37 Firstvis 0:14 0:67
Boy  0:02 1:99 4:06 2:66 Visdoc 0:09 0:18
BoyBirwt  2:78 2:43  1:00 2:21 TwoParent 9:11 2:79
Abnor1  5:16 3:18 3:13 1:52
Abnor2    9:24 0:60 1:80 0:76
MomageBirwt 1:21 0:90    0:77 0:15
TwoParentBirwt  10:6 13:6    8:96 2:39
2
2Birwt is measured in kilogram and Y in days. () is the number of observations used in
the second-stage,  95%,  90% condence levels
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Table 18. Estimation Results of LSE Ignoring Censoring Problem
;  (SE) f ; f (SE) 0f ; f (SE)
Full Sample (yit = yit if dit = 1, otherwise yit = 365)
Birwt 88:2 5:10  2:89 3:59 Intercept  7:42 7:43
Birwt2    6:34 0:51 1:49 0:54 Momage 0:07 0:17
Apgar 19:6 0:98 0:89 0:49 Momedu  0:02 0:04
ApgarBirwt    6:07 0:41  0:11 0:24 Firstvis 0:12 0:09
Boy    6:97 1:82  1:13 2:21 Visdoc  0:001 0:02
BoyBirwt 2:44 0:69 0:36 0:84 TwoParent 3:44 2:31
Abnor1    1:01 0:51  0:13 0:40
Abnor2    30:5 1:77 0:69 1:85
MomageBirwt  0:02 0:06  0:03 0:06
TwoParentBirwt  0:02 0:91  1:50 0:90
Non-censored Sample (with di1di2 = 1)
Birwt  16:5 41:9 38:0 18:8 Intercept  15:0 10:9
Birwt2  1:26 3:08  0:49 1:83 Momage 0:29 0:23
Apgar 0:17 1:19 0:51 0:65 Momedu  0:27 0:27
ApgarBirwt 1:53 1:94  0:34 0:87 Firstvis 0:48 0:58
Boy 3:58 4:08 8:04 3:36 Visdoc 0:01 0:22
BoyBirwt  9:90 8:39  8:29 6:42 TwoParent 3:75 3:23
Abnor1 1:45 3:47 0:01 1:34
Abnor2  0:38 4:91  1:41 3:31
MomageBirwt 0:21 1:18  0:83 0:45
TwoParentBirwt 9:94 16:9  8:82 5:84
6
6Birwt is measured in kilogram and Y in days.  95%,  90% condence levels
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1.7.3. Appendix III
For the test for no birth order e¤ects for identical twins, ignore the
censoring problem, and yit = yit. Conditional expectation of yit can be
written as follows
(AIII-1) E(yjit) = '(Ft; Di ; Gi;Mit; Xit; Zi)
where  indicates unobservable and
Ft : dummy for rst born
Di : dummy for fraternal twin (not observed)
Gi : dummy for fraternal mixed gender
Mit : dummy for male
Xit : health conditions of babies
Zi : family variables
it : D

i ; Fit; Gi;Mit; Xit; Zi.
Use the fact that these variables are all binary to, WLOG, write 'it
as
'it = 

1(Mit; Xit; Zi) + Ft

2(Mit; Xit; Zi) +D

i 

3(Mit; Xit; Zi) (AIII-2)
+Gi 

4(Mit; Xit; Zi) + FtD

i 

5(Mit; Xit; Zi) + FtG

i 

6(Mit; Xit; Zi):
Note that Gi = 1 implies that set i is a fraternal twin, thus Gi Di = Gi.
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Since we do not haveDi , can observe onlyE(yjit) =
R
E(yjit; D)f(Djit)dD,
where it  (Ft; Gi;Mit; Xit; Zi). Use binary variable to see
E(yjit) = E(yjit; Di = 1)P (Djit) + E(yjit; Di = 0) f1  P (Djit)g
= '(Ft; 1; Gi;Mit; Xit; Zi)P (Djit) + '(Ft; 0; 0;Mit; Xit; Zi) f1  P (D = 1jit)g
= 1(Mit; Xit; Zi) + Ft

2(Mit; Xit; Zi)
+f3(Mit; Xit; Zi) +Gi4(Mit; Xit; Zi) + Ft5(Mit; Xit; Zi)
+FtGi

6(Mit; Xit; Zi)gP (D = 1jit):
For the simplicity, let E(yjit)   (Ft; Gi;Mit; Xit; Zi) such that
 it = 1(Mit; Xit; Zi) + Ft2(Mit; Xit; Zi) (AIII-3)
+Gi4(Mit; Xit; Zi) + FtGi6(Mit; Xit; Zi)
where
1(Mit; Xit; Zi) = 

1(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 

3(Mit; Xit; Zi)P (D
 = 1jit)
2(Mit; Xit; Zi) = 

2(Mit; Xit; Zi) + Ft

5(Mit; Xit; Zi)P (D
 = 1jit)
4(Mit; Xit; Zi) = 

4(Mit; Xit; Zi)P (D
 = 1jit)
6(Mit; Xit; Zi) = 

6(Mit; Xit; Zi)P (D
 = 1jit):
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As we can see in equation (AIII-3), all 0s in  can be written as functions
of unknown 0s and P (D = 1jit).
Let '1 and '

2 denote
'1  'i1   'i2
 '(1; Di ; Gi;Mi1; Xi1; Zi)  '(0; Di ; Gi;Mi2; Xi2; Zi)
= (Mit; Xit; Zi) + 

2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) +D

i

3(Mit; Xit; Zi)(AIII-4)
+Gi

4(Mit; Xit; Zi) +D

i 

5(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) +Gi

6(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)
'2  'G=1i1   'G=1i2
 '(1; Di ; 1;Mi1; Xi1; Zi)  '(0; Di ; 1;Mi2; Xi2; Zi)
= 21(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 

22(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) (AIII-5)
where(Mit; Xit; Zi)  (Mi1; Xi1; Zi) (Mi2; Xi2; Zi), (Mi1; Xi1; Zi) 
Ft
(Mit; Xit; Zi) and
21(Mit; Xit; Zi)  (Mit; Xit; Zi) + 3(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 4(Mit; Xit; Zi)(AIII-6
22(Mi1; xi1; Zi)  2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) + 5(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) + 6(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)(AIII-7)
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respectively. Analogously, let  1 and  2 denote
 1   i1    i2
  (1; Gi;Mi1; Xi1; Zi)   (0; Gi;Mi2; Xi2; Zi)
 2   G=1i1    G=1i2
  (1; 1;Mi1; Xi1; Zi)   (0; 1;Mi2; Xi2; Zi):
Now, we would like to test the birth order e¤ect for identical twins
which can be expressed as follows
'(1; 0; 0;Mi1 = m;Xi1 = x; Zi = z)  '(0; 0; 0;Mi2 = m;Xi2 = x; Zi = z)
 2(Mi1 = m;Xi1 = x; Zi = z)
Since 2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) is unobservable, we should gure out how it can be
written as a function of observable 0s. To see this, consider  1 and  2.
All 0s in  1 and  2 can be written as follows; for 
0s in  1
 1 = 11(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 12(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)
+Gi13(Mit; Xit; Zi) +Gi14(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)
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where
11(Mit; Xit; Zi)  1(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 3(Mit; Xit; Zi)P (D = 1jit)(AIII-8)
12(Mi1; xi1; Zi)  2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) + 5(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)P (D = 1jit)(AIII-9)
13(Mit; Xit; Zi)  4(Mit; Xit; Zi)P (D = 1jit) (AIII-10)
14(Mi1; xi1; Zi)  6(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)P (D = 1jit) (AIII-11)
and for 0s in  2
 2 = 21(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 22(Mi1; xi1; Zi)
where
21(Mit; Xit; Zi)  1(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 3(Mit; Xit; Zi) + 4(Mit; Xit; Zi)(AIII-12
22(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)  2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) + 5(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) + 6(Mi1; Xi1; Zi):(AIII-13)
Since G = 1 implies Di = 1, '

2 =  2, along with 

22(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) =
22(Mi1; Xi1; Zi).
Rearrange (AIII-11) and plug it into (AIII-13) to obtain
(AIII-14)
5(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) = 22(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)  2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) 
14(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)
P (D = 1jit)
:
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Nowwe have two equations (AIII-9) and (AIII-14) for two unknown 2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)
and 5(Mi1; Xi1; Zi), so can solve it for 

2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) as follows
(AIII-15)
2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) =

22(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) 
12(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) + 14(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)
P (D = 1jit)

1  1
P (D = 1jit)
 1
:
We do not observe P (D = 1jit), but a su¢ cient condition for 2(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) =
0 that we can test is 12(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) = 0 and 12(Mi1; Xi1; Zi)+14(Mi1; Xi1; Zi) =
0.
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CHAPTER 2
Semiparametric Estimator for Binary-Outcome
Selection Models: 2008-2012 US Presidential Elections
2.1. Introduction
In sample selection models, there appear a selection equation and
an outcome equation. For a continuous outcome/response variable, many
semiparametric estimators have been proposed in the literature, in addition
to the fully parametric maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and the nearly
parametric Heckmans (1979) two-stage estimator. The semiparametric esti-
mators di¤er in their assumptions, particularly whether an exclusion restric-
tion is needed or not that a regressor is included in the selection equation
but excluded from the outcome equation, and whether an unknown form of
heteroscedasticity is allowed or not; the estimators also di¤er in whether the
outcome equation intercept is identied or not.
Newey et al. (1990) adopted the Robinsons (1988) two-stage ap-
proach for sample selection models, and Ahn and Powell (1993) and Powell
(1987,2001) used pairwise di¤erencing ideas; these estimators require an ex-
clusion restriction. Donald (1995) imposed normality to propose an estima-
tor allowing an unknown form of heteroscedasticity; no exclusion restriction
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was needed due to the normality. By imposing an index and symmetry re-
striction on the error term distribution that the error terms depend on the
regressors only through the absolute value of a linear index, Chen (1999)
proposed an estimator without any exclusion restriction; also the intercept
is identied there, di¤erently from most other semiparametric estimators.
Chen and Zhou (2010) proposed a symmetry-based estimator allowing an
unknown form of heteroscedasticity without normality, but with an exclu-
sion restriction that the heteroscedasticity function depends only a subset
of regressors; compared with Chen (1999), no index restriction is imposed.
Lewbel (2007) introduced a GMM type estimator using a density weight-
ing idea, which allows an unknown form of heteroscedasticity at the cost of
requiring a special regressor that is excluded from the heteroscedasticity
function.
When the response variable is binary, estimating the sample selection
model becomes much more di¢ cult; call such a model a binary-outcome
selection model. The most popular estimator for binary-outcome selection
models has been the MLE under the joint normality of the two equation error
terms and the independence between the error terms and the regressors. The
popularity is partly due to the availability of the MLE in popular econometric
softwares such as STATA. Despite the popularity, however, the MLE runs the
risk of false normality or violation of the independence assumption. Also the
MLE requires estimating the correlation coe¢ cient of the two error terms,
which tends to be troublesome as the estimate often goes out of the bound
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[ 1; 1] in practice. For binary outcome selection models, there is no analog
for the Heckmans (1979) two-stage estimator, although it is conceivable to
add the usual selection correction term (the inverse Mills ratio) into the
latent response equation.
Semiparametric estimators for binary-outcome selection models are
scarce. Klein et al. (2011) proposed a quasi-MLE under a double linear in-
dex assumption. They required each index to contain at least one continuous
regressor; they also required an exclusion restriction that the selection equa-
tion contains a continuous regressor excluded from the outcome equation.
Escanciano et al. (2012) assumed a double index model for the outcome
equation, one linear and the other unknown; they do not require any exclu-
sion restriction, but a continuous regressor should be included in the outcome
equation. Escanciano et al. (2012) considered, in fact, a more general model
that includes binary-outcome selection models as special cases.
In this paper, we propose a new semiparametric estimator for binary-
outcome selection models that does not impose any distributional assump-
tion, nor specify the selection equation. The estimator, however, requires a
special regressor satisfying a support restriction in the outcome equation and
a variable satisfying the exclusion/inclusion restriction; the former should be
continuous whereas the latter can be discrete. The estimators of Klein et
al. (2011) and Escanciano et al. (2012) require optimization, but our esti-
mator for the outcome equation has a closed-form expression with no need
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for any optimization (but the selection equation estimation may still need an
optimization).
We apply MLE and our estimator to US presidential election data
in 2008 and 2012 where Barack Obama won to see to what extent racism
mattered; we use a prejudice variable as a measure of racism. Putting our
empirical ndings in advance, there is evidence that the white Democrats
voted less for Obama due to prejudice, whereas the white Republicans acted
in a more muted fashion (i.e., almost no change in voting due to racism)
or voted more for Obama to escape the stigma of racism. We also found
evidence of own-race favorby blacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our
estimator. Section 3 does a preliminary empirical analysis after examining
the relevant racism and own-race favor literature. Section 4 presents our
main empirical ndings. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
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2.2. Estimator
Let 1[A] = 1 if A holds and 0 otherwise. Our binary-outcome selec-
tion model is
Y = 1[W +X 00 + U > 0]; Y is observed only if D = 1; (1.1)
P (D = 1jZ) = (Z 00) for a function () and a parameter 0;(1.2)
E(U jZ;D = 1) = E(U jZ 00; D = 1)  g(Z 00) for a function g()(1.3)
Z = (C;X 0)0 where C is a scalar regressor,
(Di;Wi; Zi; DiYi) is observed, i = 1; :::; N
where W is a special regressor as in Lewbel (2000), X and Z are kx  1
and kz  1 regressor vectors with its rst component being 1, U is an error
term, and 0 and 0 are parameter vectors. We can replace the linear indices
X 00 and Z
00 with nonlinear ones, but we will stick to linear indexes for
simplicity.
In (1.1), the slope of W is normalized to become 1, which can be
arranged always by dividing both sides of the inequality by the slope of W ;
the sign ofW can be assumed to be known without loss of generality, as it can
be estimated at a rate faster than
p
N . The selection equation is assumed to
satisfy the single index assumption in (1.2). Another single index assumption
is imposed on U in (1.3) because U is assumed to depend on Z only through
Z 00. The model has an exclusion restriction that C is excluded from the
outcome equation and included in the selection equation, and an inclusion
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restriction that W appears in the outcome equation. Although W does not
appear in the the selection equation,W does not have to be excluded from the
selection equation because the selection equation may be taken as a reduced
formfor E(DjZ) that obeys the index restriction in (1.2).
Since g(Z 00) will be removed eventually by a di¤erencing, we do not
need to specify g(). As for the function form of (), we do not have to specify
() as there are semiparametric estimators allowing for an unknown ().
Our estimator allow this generality, but for our empirical analysis later, probit
will be used for simplicity, in which case () equals the N(0; 1) distribution
function.
If Y were continuous so that we could postulate Y = W +X 00+U ,
then adding and subtracting E(U jZ 00; D = 1) from Y = W + X 00 + U
would yield
(1.4) Y = W +X 00 + g(Z
00) + V where V  U   E(U jZ 00; D = 1):
The semiparametric estimators in the literature mentioned in Introduction
provide ingenious ideas to remove the selection correction term g(Z 00)
by di¤erencing (1.4) in various ways. But when Y is binary as in (1.1),
g(Z 00) appears inside of 1[], which makes removing g(Z 00) by di¤erencing
the model infeasible. To overcome this problem, we adopt the idea in Lewbel
(2000): a linear model holds for a transformed version of Y when Y is binary.
With g(Z 00) pulled out of 1[], we can then remove g(Z 00) by di¤erencing
the model.
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The Lewbels (2000) idea requires a special regressor W satisfying
the following assumptions: with F denoting a distribution function,
(i) : U qW jZ ( =) U j(W;Z)  U jZ that follows the same distribution as U jZ 00)
(ii) : FW jZ;D=1 is absolutely continuous with density fW jZ;D=1
(iii) : the support of W jZ;D = 1 is [Wl;Wh] that includes
the support of  X 00   U where  1  Wl < 0 < Wh  1:
Dene a transformed response
eYz  Y   1[W > 0]
fW jZ;D=1(W )
:
Then, the following theorem holds that is the key for our estimator:
Theorem 7. Under the model (1.1)-(1.3) and assumptions (i)-(iii), it
holds that
(1.5) E(eYzjZ;D = 1) = X 00 + g(Z 00):
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Proof. Observe
E(eYzjZ;D = 1) = E[ EfY   1[W > 0]
fW jZ;D=1(W )
jW;Z;D = 1g jZ;D = 1]
= E[
EfY   1[W > 0]jW;Z;D = 1g
fW jZ;D=1(W )
jZ;D = 1]
=
Z Wh
Wl
EfY   1[W > 0]jW;Z;D = 1g
fW jZ;D=1(w)
fW jZ;D=1(w)dw
=
Z Wh
Wl
Ef1[W +X 00 + U > 0]  1[W > 0]jW;Z;D = 1gdw
=
Z Wh
Wl
Z
(1[W +X 00 + u > 0]  1[W > 0])dFU jZ;D=1(u)dw
=
Z Z Wh
Wl
(1[W >  X 00   u]  1[W > 0])dw  dFU jZ;D=1(u):
The inner integrand depends on  X 00  u: it is zero when  X 00  u = 0,
and it is also zero when  X 00   U 6= 0 except
if  X 00   u < 0, then the inner integrand is 1 when  X 00   u < W < 0
if  X 00   u > 0, then the inner integrand is   1 when 0 < W <  X 00   u:
Thus
E(eYzjZ;D = 1)
=
Z
(1[ X 00   u < 0]
Z 0
 X00 u
dw   1[ X 00   u > 0]
Z  X00 u
0
dw)  dFU jZ;D=1(u)
=
Z
(X 00 + u)dFU jZ;D=1(u) = X
00 + g(Z
00):

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The selection correction term g(Z 00) in (1.5) can be removed using
one of the di¤erencing ideas applied to (1.4) in the literature. In this paper,
we use the approach of Newey et al. (1990), for which we need to dene
another transformed response variable:
eYz  Y   1[W > 0]
fW jZ00;D=1(W )
:
The following lemma gives a linear equation for the outcome equa-
tion.
Lemma 8. Under the model (1.1)-(1.3) and assumptions (i)-(iii), it holds
that
(1.6) EfeYz E(eYzjZ 00; D = 1)jZ;D = 1g = fX E(XjZ 00; D = 1)g00:
Proof. Following the proof for Theorem 1, we obtain
E(eYzjZ 00; D = 1) = E(XjZ 00; D = 1)00 + g(Z 00):
Subtract this from
E(eYzjZ;D = 1) = X 00 + g(Z 00)
to remove g(Z 00):
E(eYzjZ;D = 1)  E(eYzjZ 00; D = 1) = fX   E(XjZ 00; D = 1)g00
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which can be rewritten as (1.6). 
Using (1.6), we can estimate 0 by the least squares estimator (LSE)
of
DfeYz   E(eYzjZ 00; D = 1)g on DfX   E(XjZ 00; D = 1)g
under the non-singularity of
E[ DfX   E(XjZ 00; D = 1)gfX   E(XjZ 00; D = 1)g0 ]:
As the intercept in 0 is not identied in the LSE, let  denote the slopes in
0. Then our estimator for  is
b = " NX
i=1
DifXi   bE(XijZ 0i^0; Di = 1)gfXi   bE(XijZ 0i^0; Di = 1)g0
# 1
(1.7)
"
NX
i=1
DifXi   bE(XijZ 0i^0; Di = 1)gfY^zi   bE(YzijZ 0i^0; Di = 1)g
#
where ^0 and E^() denote estimators for 0 and E() and
Y^zi  Yi   1[Wi > 0]bfW jZi;Di=1(Wi) and Y^zi  Yi   1[Wi > 0]bfW jZ0i^0;Di=1(Wi) :
The proposed estimator ^ is a multi-stage estimator. The rst stage
is obtaining ^0, the second stage is getting f^s and bE() using ^0, the third
stage is obtaining Y^z and Y^z using ^0 and f^s, and the nal stage is calculat-
ing ^. About ^0, there are several semiparametric
p
N -consistent estimators
available as in Han (1987), Sherman (1993), Klein and Spady (1993) and
Ichimura (1993). As for Y^z and Y^z, Dong and Lewbel (2014) showed various
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ways to obtain Y^z and Y^z. Given ^0, we can obtain Y^z, Y^z and bE() using
kernel density and regression estimators.
If 0 were known, then the resulting estimator b could be shown to be
p
N -consistent and asymptotically normal under some regularity conditions,
following Lewbel (2000). But 0 has to be estimated, which would a¤ect
the asymptotic distribution of b although ^ would remain pN -consistent;
depending on the estimator in use for 0, di¤erent assumptions would be
needed. Since this task is too involved given the multi-stage nature of our
estimator with so many nuisanceestimators (^0, f^ , Y^z, Y^z and bE()), in-
stead of deriving the asymptotic distribution, we will just use nonparametric
bootstrap to obtain condence intervals in our empirical analysis later.
2.3. Racial Bias Literature and Preliminary Analysis
2.3.1. Racial Bias Literature
Many studies in various disciplines of social science provided evidence of
prejudice/discrimination against the black; Heckman and Siegelman (1992),
Heckman (1998), Raphael et al. (2000), Stoll et al. (2004), Bertrand and
Mullainathan (2004) in labor market; Dovidio and Gaertner (2000), Hodson
et al. (2002) in schools; Cunningham (2010) in sports; Knowles et al. (2001),
Coker (2003), Hodson et al. (2005) in justice system. Coker (2003) provides
empirical evidence of unequal treatment against the black in the criminal
justice system. Hurwitz and Pe­ ey (2005) examined racial divide in peoples
general beliefs about the fairness of the criminal justice system. In this paper,
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it was found that most blacks believe the system to be unfair, and blacks
who view the system as unfair are more likely to be suspicious of police in
confrontation with black civilians, whereas the white believe the opposite;
whites are less likely to appreciate the magnitude of prejudice that is so
apparent to the black.
Racial disparities derived by own-race favor were also found in
some areas: Donohue and Levit (2001) in arrest rate, Stau¤er and Buckley
(2005) in work performance evaluation, Antonovics and Knight (2009) in
driver-searching rate, and Price and Wolfers (2010) in foul-calling rate. More
specically, Antonovics and Knight (2009) showed that police are more likely
to search if the race of the motorist di¤ers from the race of the o¢ cer, but
they did not separately identify the own-race favor by race, which could
be driven by white o¢ cers against black drivers or the other way around.
Price and Wolfers (2010) found that more personal fouls are given against
players when they are o¢ ciated by an opposite-race referee than when they
are o¢ ciated by an own-race o¢ ciating crew. They separately identied
own-race favor by referee race and found that the majority of black referees
are more likely to call fouls against white players than the majority of white
referees. For the black, this own-race favor happens where they exert power
over the white in evaluation. In such situations, the black who have been
discriminated against before would be more willing to be against the white
and to support the black to be compensated for discrimination they have
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been through. The 2008 and 2012 US presidential elections were big chances
for the black to show own-race favor.
Many studies analyzed the impact of prejudice on Obamas bid for
presidency and whether white voters discriminated against the black candi-
date (i.e., Thernstrom 2008; Steele 2008; Ehrlinger et al. 2011; Highton 2011;
Hutchings 2009; Kinder and Dale-Riddle 2011; Lewis-Beck et al. 2010; Piston
2010; Redlawsk et al. 2010; Scha¤ner 2011; Tesler and Sears 2010). Many
studies agree that white prejudice a¤ected the election outcome. However,
about the ways how Obama overcame the adverse e¤ects of the prejudice,
there is still a wide diversity of opinions. Our empirical analysis, both the
preliminary analysis using time-series data and the main analysis using in-
dividual data, is intended to shed some light on racism and own-race favor,
taking advantage of the unique opportunity that the 2008 and 2012 US pres-
idential elections present in terms of race.
2.3.2. Preliminary Analysis With Time-Series: Race and Party
We do a preliminary data analysis using the aggregate time-series data
over 1980-2012 (9 elections) obtained from the American National Election
Studies (ANES) that is designed to be representative at the national level,
not at state nor local levels. Our main empirical analysis in the next section
will be based on individual survey data that are also from ANES.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows that the voting probability increased
from about 71% to 78% over 1980-2012. There is a local peak in 1992 when
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Bill Clinton ran for president the rst time, followed by a dip in 1996 when
Clinton ran for the second time. It then started to increase when George
Bush ran in 2000, and stayed the same at about 78% in 2008 and 2012.
The right panel of Figure 1 shows the Democrat-candidate-supporting
(DCS) probability among the voters that increased from 40% to 52% over
1980-2012. Due to the popularity of Clinton when he ran for the second
time, it reached a local peak of about 54% in 1996. After Clinton, the DCS
probability dipped during George Bushs era and peaked in 2008 election
to reach about 55% that is 5% higher than in the 2004 election. It will be
interesting to know what explains the winning margin(i.e., the additional
magnitude over 50%) that is about 5% in 2008 and 2% in 2012 (here we are
pretending that US presidential election is determined by the majority). It
will be hard to explain the peak with something other than race, as Obama
was the rst viable black presidential candidate in the US history.
Let Black, White, Hispand Otherstand for the black, the
white, Hispanics and other races, respectively. Demoand Repdenote
a respondent who identies as a Democrat or a Republican, respectively.
Who does not belong to any of parties is identied Independentwhich is
ignored here. Since race and party a¢ liation are likely to be the two most
important factors in the 2008 and 2012 elections, we will take a closer look
at the DCS probability among the voters P (Y = 1jD = 1) by the following
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Figure 2.1. P(Voting) and P(Y=1jVoting)
decomposition (omit  jD = 1in all probabilities to simplify presentation):
P (Y = 1jBlack, Demo)P (Black, Demo) + P (Y = 1jBlack, Rep)P (Black, Rep)
+P (Y = 1jWhite, Demo)P (White, Demo) + P (Y = 1jWhite, Rep)P (White, Rep)
+P (Y = 1jHisp, Demo)P (Hisp, Demo) + P (Y = 1jHisp, Rep)P (Hisp, Rep)
+P (Y = 1jOther, Demo)P (Other, Demo) + P (Y = 1jOther, Rep)P (Other, Rep):
+P (Y = 1jIndependent):
The left panel of Figure 2 shows that the black Democratic voting
share decreased from 12:7% in 2004 to 11:3% in 2008 and then stayed at
11:6% in 2012. The white Democratic voting share increased from about
29:6% in 2004 to 32% in 2008 and then decreased to 28:6% in 2012. In
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Figure 2.2. P(Race,PartyjD=1) & P(Y=1jRace & Party) for
Blacks & Whites
contrast, the white Republican voting share decreased from 40% in 2004 to
39:1% in 2008, and then further decreased to 37:1% in 2012.
In the right panel of Figure 2, the black democratsDCS probability
increased from 92% in 2004 to 99:8% in 2008, and then dropped to 97:7%
in 2012. The black RepublicansDCS probability surged dramatically from
45:9% in 2004 to 92:4% in 2008, and then dropped to 47% in 2012, which
demonstrates that the 2008 election was driven by race, not by party whereas
the 2012 election was driven by party. Although this characterizes the 2008
and 2012 elections well, the almost zero proportion (less than 1%) of the black
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Republicans makes this observation inconsequential in the overall election
picture.
The white DemocratsDCS probability declined from 88:2% in 2004
to 86:9% in 2008, and then went back up to 88:1% in 2012. The small de-
crease in 2008 may be attributable to prejudice against the black. The white
RepublicansDCS probability increased from 7:1% in 2004 to 8:4% in 2008,
and then declined to 6% in 2012. The small increase here in 2008 is puzzling,
because, if anything, one would expect a small decrease. One possible expla-
nation is that the white Republicans tried to avoid calling themselves racists
by not voting for Obama. That is, the white Republicans had two reasons
not to vote for Obama (one is race and the other is party), and it might
have been confusing to them which was the real reason. Hence, by voting for
Obama, they might have tried to escape the stigma of racism (Steele; 2008).
Observe now
P (Y = 1; black, Demo)
= 0:92 0:127 = 0:117 (2004); 0:998 0:113 = 0:113 (2008); 0:977 0:116 = 0:113 (2012).
P (Y = 1; white, Demo)
= 0:882 0:296 = 0:261 (2004); 0:869 0:32 = 0:278 (2008); 0:881 0:286 = 0:252 (2012).
P (Y = 1; white, Rep)
= 0:071 0:40 = 0:028 (2004); 0:084 0:391 = 0:033 (2008); 0:06 0:371 = 0:022 (2012).
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This shows that, among the black and the white, the group that contributed
most to the Obamas win in 2008 is the white Democrats as their voting
share increased despite they voted a little less for Obama. This group also
explains most of the decline in the winning margin in 2012 by 2.6%.
Figure 2.3. P(Race,PartyjVoting) & P(Y=1jRace & Party) for
Hispanics & Others
The left panel of Figure 3 shows that the Hispanic Democrat voting
share increased from 3:5% in 2004 to 5% in 2008 and then further increased
to 6%. The other race Democrat voting shared also increased from 1:6%
in 2004 to 2:7% in 2008 and stayed about the same in 2010. In the right
panel of Figure 3, the Hispanic DemocratsDCS probability increased from
91:1% in 2004 to 94:1%, and then increased to 95:1% in 2012. The other race
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DemocratsDCS probability declined from 100% in 2004 to 97:1% in 2008,
and then declined further to 90:7% in 2012. Observe thus
P (Y = 1; Hispanic, Demo)
= 0:911 0:035 = 0:032 (2004); 0:941 0:05 = 0:047 (2008); 0:951 0:06 = 0:057 (2012).
P (Y = 1; Other, Demo)
= 1 0:016 = 0:016 (2004); 0:971 0:027 = 0:026 (2008); 0:907 0:027 = 0:024 (2012).
P (Y = 1; Hispanic, Demo) increased by 1:5% in 2008 and by 1% in 2012,
which are non-trivial changes. As for P (Y = 1; Other, Demo), only its
increase by 1% in 2008 matters. All the other joint probabilities for Hispanics
and the other races (not shown here) are negligible.
A number of interesting conclusions emerged from the preliminary
data analysis based on the ANES time series data.
(1) The groups who contributed to the Obamas win in 2008 are the
Democrats other than the black Democrats. The white Democrats
contributed 1:7%, the Hispanic Democrats 1:5% and the other race
Democrats 1%, which more or less explains the winning margin 5%
in 2008.
(2) The groups who contributed to the Obamas win in 2012 is the His-
panic Democrats as they voted for Obama 1% more than in 2008,
whereas the white Democrats voted 2:6% less and the white Repub-
licans 1:1% less, with almost no change from the other groups. This
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more or less explains the 3% drop in the winning margin in 2012
compared with 2008.
(3) The 1% drop of the DCS probability in the white Democrats in 2008
might be due to prejudice against the black, and the 1% increase in
the white Republicans in 2008 might be due to their attempt to
avoid thinking of themselves racists. This type of behavior could
be explained by Gaertner and Dovidios (1986) argument, which is
called aversive racism. According to their argument, this type of
people explicitly endorse egalitarian values and they will not dis-
criminate in situations in which discrimination would be obvious to
others. However, because they do have negative feelings against the
black, often unconsciously, discrimination happens when it is not
obvious or can be rationalized by other than race. For the white
Republicans, they could be easily judged as racists by not voting for
Obama, as they are known to have high level of prejudice against
the black. However, for the white Democrats, not voting for Obama
could be rationalized by other than race and ambiguous to others,
because they are known to be favorable to the black, as a group.
Gaertner and Dovidio (1986) argued that the aversive racismis pre-
sumed to characterize the racial attitudes of a substantial portion of
well-educated and liberal whites in US.
We are not stating that the white or black Democrats are not impor-
tant; they are indeed important, as the majority of the Obama support came
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from these groups. What we are pointing out is who made the di¤erence at
the margin: they are the white, Hispanic and other race Democrats in 2008,
and the Hispanic Democrats in 2012. About the own-race favor aspect, we
will take a closer look with individual ANES data in the next section.
If our interest is on which group contributed to the victories of
Obama in 2008 and 2012 (i.e., the rst and second conclusions above), there
is no reason to bother with the sample selection problem that we can observe
Y only for those who voted (D = 1). In the main empirical analysis next, we
will focus on the prejudice issue (the third conclusion) where the selection
problem is critical: whether the apparent racism is an artifact of the sample
selection problem or not. That is, whether the racism exists in the popula-
tion, not just in the selected sample of the voters, which calls for methods
controlling the selection problem.
2.4. Main Empirical Analysis
2.4.1. Variables and Descriptive Statistics
The individual ANES data for our main empirical analysis are repeated
cross-sections, not panel. ANES includes individual sample weights to keep
the representativeness of the samples over time. Although the weight was
used for the preliminary time-series data analysis, it was not used for our
main empirical analysis; a weight based on regressors does not a¤ect estima-
torsconsistency (the documentation for the weight in ANES does not show
how the weight was constructed).
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Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the used variables; both
unweighted and weighted numbers are displayed, with the weighted numbers
in (). College takes 1 for college graduates, Inc33 is the household
income being less than 33 percentile, AgrWaris agreeing with war (the Iraq
war in 2008 and the Afghanistan war in 2012). NocarePrs is not caring
about who wins the presidential election; this is used as exclusion restriction
variable c, ThmLiberal is the feeling thermometer toward Liberals; it
ranges over 0 to 1, with 0:5 being neutral, and this variable is used as the
special regressor W . Prejudicemeasures racial prejudice against blacks
ranging over 0 to 1more on this in the next paragraph. Table 1 shows
that indeed the black and Hispanics are over-represented in the sample, and
as a consequence, Democrats are over-represented whereas Republicans are
under-represented. We excluded the individuals with missings in the used
variables.
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Table 1. Unweighted (Weighted) Descriptive Statistics
2008 (N = 1698) 2012 (N = 4269)
Variable Mean SD Mean SD
Y 0.638 (0.524) 0.619 (0.560)
D 0.782 (0.791) 0.811 (0.787)
Black 0.238 (0.114) 0.175 (0.120)
Hisp 0.182 (0.073) 0.165 (0.111)
White 0.544 (0.767) 0.601 (0.713)
College 0.233 (0.294) 0.330 (0.310)
South 0.475 (0.437) 0.377 (0.369)
Inc33 0.538 (0.458) 0.497 (0.448)
Demo 0.587 (0.499) 0.574 (0.512)
Rep 0.307 (0.395) 0.306 (0.362)
AgrWar 0.224 (0.261) 0.637 (0.599)
NoCarePrs 0.177 (0.187) 0.156 (0.172)
ThmLiberal 0.571 (0.546) 0.211 (0.211) 0.533 (0.520) 0.213 (0.212)
Prejudice 0.557 (0.566) 0.120 (0.113)
Prejudiceis constructed by subtracting the score given to the white
(by the respondent) from the score given to the black; the score is about the
black/the white being lazy and unintelligent, and this way of measuring prej-
udice follows Kinder and Mendelberg (1995), Hutchings (2009) and Piston
(2010). The prejudice variable was then standardized to fall in 0 to 1, 0
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being the most positive for the black (i.e., the black are diligent and intel-
ligent, while the white are lazy and unintelligent) and 1being the most
negative for blacks. Unfortunately, the prejudice variable is available only
in 2008, which results in presenting our empirical analysis separately for the
pooled sample in Table 2 and only for the 2008 sample in Table 4. Figure
4 shows the histogram of Prejudice for the black and the white, further
grouped depending on party a¢ liation (Republican or not) and region (the
South or not). For the black, Prejudiceis symmetrically distributed around
0:5 with being neutral (no prejudice). However, for the white it is skewed to
the right, even though it peaks at 0:5. The white Republicans have relatively
higher level of the prejudice than the white non-Republicans, and the white
living in the South also do than the white living in other than the South.
The detail description of Prejudiceis presented in Appendix.
2.4.2. Pooled Sample Analysis of 2008 and 2012
Table 2 shows the estimation results for the pooled sample with 2008
and 2012. To simplify presentation, call our semiparametric estimator LBS
(Lewbelian Binary-outcome Selection model estimator). Both selection and
outcome equations are presented for MLE, whereas only the outcome equa-
tion is shown for LBS. Since we used probit for the D equation estimation
of LBS, we omit the probit result that is almost the same as ^ in the MLE;
since  at the bottom row shows that H0 :  = 0cannot be rejected, ^ in
MLE is almost the same as the probit for the D equation.
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Figure 2.4. Prejudice Histogram for the Black and the White
For LBS, we need to estimate fW jZ;D=1 and fW jZ00;D=1. Following a
suggestion in Dong and Lewbel (2014), we use a normal density for f"1jZ;D=1
and f"2jZ00;D=1 instead of fW jZ;D=1 and fW jZ00;D=1, assuming the normality
on "1 and "2, where "1 and "2 are the error terms for the linear models for
W jZ and W jZ 00. For the bandwidths in bE(), we use the rule of thumb
bandwidth h = h0SD()N 1=5 with h0 2 [0:5; 1:25]. Table 2 presents the
estimation results of LBS with h0 = 1 only, and other results with h0 = 0:75
and h0 = 1:5 (slightly under-smoothing and slightly over-smoothing) are
presented in Appendix (they do not much di¤er from the results with h0 = 1).
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Table 2. Estimation for Pooled Sample with 2008 and 2012
MLE D MLE Y LBS Y
Variable ^ (tv) ^ (tv) ^ (90% CI)
Black 0.639 (6.0) 0.452 (5.5) 0.353 (0.16,0.49)
White -0.114 (-1.3) -0.285 (-5.5) -0.219 (-0.37,-0.084)
WhiteRep 0.492 (6.3) -0.509 (-10) -0.234 (-0.40,-0.087)
WhiteDemo 0.435 (5.6) 0.418 (8.5) 0.25 (0.073,0.39)
College 0.522 (10) -0.004 (-0.14) -0.065 (-0.13,-0.007)
South 0.019 (0.24) -0.054 (-1.17) -0.222 (-0.33,-0.101)
SouthBlack -0.206 (-1.6) -0.048 (-0.48) 0.221 (0.053,0.37)
SouthWhite -0.166 (-1.7) -0.005 (-0.08) 0.098 (-0.029,0.23)
Inc33 -0.356 (-8.3) 0.060 (2.16) -0.065 (-0.11,0.008)
Y08 -0.078 (-1.3) 0.392 (11) 0.126 (0.045,0.21)
Y08Black -0.036 (-0.31) 0.159 (1.6) 0.238 (0.086,0.41)
AgrWar 0.007 (0.13) 0.510 (16) 0.346 (0.28,0.42)
AgrWarY08 0.158 (1.4) -0.951 (-14) -0.649 (-0.79,-0.50)
NoCarePrs -0.939 (-19)
 -0.238 (-1.91)
For the comparison between MLE and LBS, we divided ^ in MLE
with the slope of the special regressor ThmLiberal. Whereas the t-values
are shown for MLE, the 90% asymptotic statistical signicance is shown
for LBS with * along with the 90% condence interval (CI); i.e., if the
nonparametric(the re-sampling) bootstrap 90% CI excludes 0, then * is
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attached. In Table 2 (and Table 4 below as well), we pool Hispanics and the
other races to use them as the single base race category; we separated the
races initially, which, however, made no di¤erence.
The D equation is not of main interest, not least because it might
be a reduced form. Nevertheless, there are a number of points to make.
First, the slope (0:492) of WhiteRep is slightly larger than the slope
(0:435) of WhiteDemo; the white Republicans were more eager to vote
than the white Democrats. Second, the black (0:639) who are mostly iden-
tied as Democrats are twice more likely to participate in voting than the
white Democrats (0:321); adding 0:435 to the slope ( 0:114) of Whitegives
0:435   0:114 = 0:321, but the slope of Whiteis insignicant. Third, Col-
lege has a signicantly positive slope 0:522. Fourth, there is no time e¤ect
on the voting probability; the slops of Y08and Y08Blackare insigni-
cant. Fifth, the exclusion/inclusion restriction variable NoCarePrsis highly
signicant with its magnitude being the largest.
Turning to ^ in Table 2, rst of all, the sign of slops in MLE and LBS
are mostly matched each other, except some insignicant slops in MLE. And
the magnitude of the e¤ects are slightly larger in MLE, but interestingly, less
signicant than LBS (e.g. the e¤ect of the South which is one of our key
ndings is statistically signicant in LBS, but not in MLE).
The common ndings in MLE and LBS are that the white Repub-
licans have signicantly negative e¤ects on Y ;  0:744 in MLE ( 0:285  
0:509 =  0:744) and  0:453 in LBS ( 0:219  0:234 =  0:453). The white
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Democrats have positive e¤ects, 0:133 in MLE ( 0:285+0:418 = 0:133) and
0:031 in LBS ( 0:219 + 0:25 = 0:031), but its magnitude is substantially
smaller than that of the white Republicans, even it is not statistically di¤er-
ent from zero in LBS, while it is in MLE. The black strongly support Obama
in both 2008 and 2012; 0:611 in MLE (0:452 + 0:159 = 0:611) and 0:591 in
LBS (0:353 + 0:238 = 0:591) for 2008 election, and 0:452 in MLE and 0:353
in LBS for 2012 election. The e¤ects of AgWarare signicantly negative in
2008 and positive in 2012, and the voters are more likely to vote for Obama
in 2008.
As for the di¤erences between MLE and LBS, rst, the e¤ects of
Southand its interaction terms are statistically signicant in LBS, but not
in MLE. For LBS, the slop ( 0:222) of Southis signicantly negative, but
the slop of SouthBlack(0:221) is signicantly positive. It implies that the
black living in the South (0:574) are more likely to vote for Obama than the
black living in the non-South (0:353); adding 0:221 to the slope (0:353) of
Blackgives 0:221 + 0:353 = 0:574. Given the fact that the South is less
favorable to the black (the prejudice level against the black is much higher
in the South, in our data), it can be seen as a reaction to the prejudice/the
discrimination that the black have been through. The more discriminated by
the white, the more likely to vote for Obama. On the other hand, the slop
of SouthWhite is insignicant, which means that it is not signicantly
di¤erent from the slop of South, so the e¤ect of the South for the white
is negative (the test for zero e¤ect of the South for the white is rejected).
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Second, the slope ( 0:065) of Collegeis signicantly negative in LBS, but
its magnitude is very small. And the slop ( 0:065) of Inc33is insignicant
and small in magnitude, whereas that (0:06) in MLE is signicantly positive,
but still small in magnitude.
It is hard to say which is right between MLE and LBS as the requisite
assumptions for LBS are not weaker than those for MLE due to the special
regressor assumption, but so long as the assumptions for the special regressor
W holds, LBS is based on weaker assumptions than MLE is.
Table 3. Race E¤ects using the Pooled Sample
MLE
Black 0:452  0:048South + 0:159Y08 > 0
White Demo  0:285 + 0:418  0:005South > 0
White Rep  0:285  0:509  0:005South < 0
LBS
Black 0:353 + 0:221South+ 0:126Y08> 0
White Demo  0:219 + 0:25 + 0:098South  0
White Rep  0:219  0:234 + 0:098South < 0
* means its coe¢ cient is insignicant.
In the preliminary data analysis of the preceding section, we noted
the white Democrats voting less for Obama in 2008 and the white Republi-
cans voting more. For these, MLE and LBS render Table 3; for the sake of
comparison with Table 5 below, we also list Blacke¤ects in Table 3. The
combined e¤ects of Blackare signicantly positive both in MLE and LBS
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(no tests are rejected), especially, the e¤ect of the South for the black is
strongly positive in LBS. And the white Democrat e¤ects are positive but
small in magnitude; all tests for zero e¤ect are not rejected in LBS. The
white Republican e¤ect is substantially large and negative in both MLE and
LBS. Blackhas heterogenous but only positive e¤ects, and Whitehas het-
erogenous e¤ects along the party line. The former may be called a own-race
favor, but otherwise, Tables 2 and 3 do not show much about racism. Hence,
we turn to the 2008 data next where the prejudice variable is available.
2.4.3. Examining Racial Bias with Prejudice Variable in 2008
To see if racism played any role, Table 4 adds the prejudice variable
(Prjd) interacting with three variables: Black, White and WhiteRep.
Since the prejudice variable is available only in 2008, the sample is restricted
to 2008 election (N2008 = 1698), so many variables lose their signicance as
well as their magnitude in the D and Y equations. For LBS, the estimation
results with h0 = 0:75 are presented in Table 4, and other results with h0 =
0:5 and h0 = 1 (slightly under-smoothing and slightly over-smoothing) are
presented in Appendix (they do not much di¤er from the results with h0 =
0:75).
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Table 4. Estimation for 2008 with Prejudice Variable (Prjd)
MLE D MLE Y LBS Y
Variable ^ (tv) ^ (tv) ^ (90% CI)
Black 0.407 (0.70) 2.351 (3.53) 0.839 (0.37,1.21)
White -0.102 (-0.2) 0.106 (0.25) 0.26 (-0.59,1.16)
WhiteRep 1.145 (2.1) -1.370 (-2.94) -0.669 (-1.81,0.28)
WhiteDemo 0.452 (2.9) 0.644 (4.44) 0.408 (0.071,0.73)
College 0.628 (5.7) -0.110 (-1.29) 0.049 (-0.11,0.15)
South -0.148 (-1.0) -0.088 (-0.71) -0.202 (-0.53,0.018)
SouthBlack 0.080 (0.37) 0.092 (0.32) 0.143 (-0.167,0.58)
SouthWhite 0.006 (0.03) -0.055 (-0.36) -0.001 (-0.24,0.43)
Inc33 -0.263 (-3.3) 0.042 (0.59) -0.123 (-0.24,0.028)
AgrWar 0.131 (1.3) -0.619 (-7.54) -0.309 (-0.50,-0.13)
Prejudice 0.163 (0.29) -0.427 (-0.88) 0.346 (0.014,0.75)
BlackPrjd 0.131 (0.15) -3.010 (-2.78) -0.42 (-1.36,0.38)
WhitePrjd -0.183 (-0.22) -1.077 (-1.52) -0.905 (-2.3,0.63)
WhiteRepPrjd -0.834 (-0.89) 1.387 (1.8) 0.941 (-0.71,2.9)
NoCarePrs -0.912 (-10)
 -0.067 (-0.27)
Although the D equation is not of the main interest, with the prej-
udice variables in, the white Republicans were more eager to vote than the
white Democrats; the e¤ect of the white Republicans is 1:043 (=  0:102 +
1:145) and the e¤ect of the white Democrats is 0:352 (=  0:102 + 0:452).
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Second, College has a signicantly positive slope 0:628. Third, the prejudice
variables have no e¤ect on D; applying probit to the D equation and doing
the likelihood ratio test for zero slopes for the four prejudice variables, we
could not reject the H0 with p-value 0:77: prejudice does not matter for vote
or not.
Turning to ^ in Table 4, the e¤ects of four prejudice variables are
shown to be di¤erent in MLE and LBS; the size of the WhitePrjd is almost
the same in MLE and LBS, but others substantially di¤er from each other in
terms of their signicance and magnitude. WhiteRepPrjd, BlackPrjd
andWhiteRepPrjd are signicant in MLE, and Prejudiceis signicant in
LBS. However, the sign of the interaction terms are matched each other. The
three South-related variables become insignicant, but the slop magnitudes
in LBS do not much di¤er from Table 2.
Examining the e¤ects of the black, the white Democrats and the
white Republicans, we obtained Table 5 including the e¤ect of the prejudice.
Substituting the sample average value for Prejudice(0.49 for the black, 0.57
for the white Democrats, and 0.59 for the white Republicans), all entries
take the same sign as in LBS of Table 3; the white Democrat e¤ect is not
statistically di¤erent from zero both in MLE and LBS, but other race e¤ects
are (all tests for zero e¤ect are rejected). It could be seen as an evidence
of our preliminary data analysis that the white Democrats voting less for
Obama in 2008.
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Including the prejudice variable, some interesting results are found.
First, the prejudice plays an important role in nullifying the positive e¤ect
of WhiteDemo. For example, based on our linear model, if the white
living in other than the South have no prejudice, which means 0.5 of Prej-
udice, then the white Democrat e¤ect would remain signicantly positive
(0:323; P-value=0.083) in MLE, and close to signicant level (0.176; 90%
CI [-0.06,0.43] ) in LBS. Also the combined coe¢ cient of WhitePrjd and
WhiteRepPrjd is positive both in MLE and LBS (whereas the coe¢ cients
are not signicant in LBS), apparently making the total e¤ect of the white
Republicans decreasing in the prejudice the higher prejudice the less neg-
ative. It agrees with the conjecture that they might have voted for Obama
to escape from the internal stigmaof thinking of themselves racists, even
though they still have strongly negative feeling against to the black.
Table 5. Race E¤ects with Prejudice Variable
MLE
Black 2.351+0.092South-3.010Prjd>0
White Demo 0.106+0.644-0.055South-1.077Prjd 0
White Rep 0.106-1.370-0.055South-1.077Prjd+1.387Prjd<0
LBS
Black 0.839+0.143South-0.42Prjd>0
White Demo 0.26+0.408-0.001South-0.905Prjd 0
White Rep 0.26-0.669-0.001South-0.905Prjd+0.941Prjd<0
* means its coe¢ cient is insignicant.
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Did racial bias played a role in the 2008 and 2012 elections? We
would conclude yes because the variables related to race and interacting with
Prejudiceare signicant in most cases. In the Table 2, it is shown that the
black living in the South which is not favorable to the black are more likely
to vote for Obama. Also in 2008 MLE, BlackPrjd shows that the black
respond more strongly to the prejudice than the white own-race favor by
blacks. And the more interesting than this is that the white Democrats vote
less as Prejudicebecomes higher, while the white Republicans behave the
other way around, both in MLE and LBS. It might be interpreted as follows;
rst, for the white Democrats, they could reveal their negative feeling against
to the black in subtle and it could be not obvious to others, because the white
Democrats are known to be favorable to the black as a group(Table 6 shows
that the white Democrats have relatively low level of the prejudice than other
whites). However, for the white Republican, they could be easily judged as
racists by not voting for Obama, as they are known to have high level of
prejudice against the black. Thus, in the margin, they might vote more to
avoid the stigma of racism.
2.5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new semiparametric estimator for binary-
outcome selection models. Di¤erently from the MLE, our estimator does not
requires any distributional assumption and allows heteroscedasticity of an
unknown form. Our estimator, dubbed LBS (Lewbelian Binary-outcome
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Selection estimator) is a multi-stage estimator in need of a preliminary
estimator for the selection equation as well as some conditional means of re-
gressors nonparametrically estimated. The main advantage of LBS compared
with the other semiparametric estimators in the literature is that LBS does
not need any optimization for the outcome equation. LBS, however, needs
a regressor included in the selection equation but excluded from the out-
come equation, and a special regressor in the outcome equation á la Lewbel
(2000) this explains Lewbelianin the name LBS.
We applied the MLE and LBS to US presidential election data in
2008 and 2012 where Obama won. Our main empirical focus was whether
there were racial bias components in the elections, which was suggested by the
literature and also by our preliminary data analysis. Our results showed that
the white Democrats voted much less for Obama due to racial prejudice than
the white Republicans, and the white Republicans voted more to avoid the
internal stigma of thinking themselves of racists. Also, the black exhibited a
strong own-race favor; the black living in a region unfavorable to the black
are more likely to support Obama.
2.6. Appendix
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Table 7. LBS for Pooled Sample with Di¤erent h0
h0 = 0:75 h0 = 1:5
Variable ^ (90% CI) ^ (90% CI)
Black 0.368 (0.18,0.49) 0.313 (0.15,0.44)
White -0.2 (-0.35,-0.098) -0.245 (-0.38,-0.13)
WhiteRep -0.23 (-0.36,-0.086) -0.262 (-0.43,-0.12)
WhiteDemo 0.253 (0.12,0.39) 0.221 (0.075,0.35)
College -0.062 (-0.12,-0.002) -0.073 (-0.14,-0.018)
South -0.225 (-0.32,-0.11) -0.216 (-0.33,-0.098)
SouthBlack 0.233 (0.008,0.37) 0.199 (0.002,0.36)
SouthWhite 0.099 (-0.029,0.21) 0.105 (-0.033,0.25)
Inc33 -0.075 (-0.13,-0.009) -0.045 (-0.099,0.025)
Y08 0.123 (0.027,0.19) 0.131 (0.04,0.22)
Y08Black 0.243 (0.12,0.41) 0.219 (0.059,0.38)
AgrWar 0.338 (0.26,0.41) 0.353 (0.27,0.42)
AgrWarY08 -0.635 (-0.79,-0.47) -0.677 (-0.83,-0.51)
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Table 8. LBS for 2008 with Di¤erent h0
h0 = 0:5 h0 = 1
Variable ^ (90% CI) ^ (90% CI)
Black 0.832 (0.33,1.35) 0.842 (0.29,1.27)
White 0.261 (-0.78,0.93) 0.254 (-0.60,1.01)
WhiteRep -0.629 (-1.78,0.56) -0.701 (-1.68,0.37)
WhiteDemo 0.412 (0.059,0.75) 0.412 (0.077,0.76)
College 0.052 (-0.085,0.16) 0.042 (-0.13,0.15)
South -0.171 (-0.52,0.11) -0.227 (-0.59,0.036)
SouthBlack 0.117 (-0.32,0.55) 0.168 (-0.24,0.65)
SouthWhite -0.041 (-0.31,0.38) 0.032 (-0.25,0.44)
Inc33 -0.13 (-0.23,0.005) -0.117 (-0.20,0.02)
AgrWar -0.302 (-0.49,-0.15) -0.317 (-0.49,-0.13)
Prejudice 0.318 (0.002,0.72) 0.363 (0.001,0.77)
BlackPrjd -0.368 (-1.55,0.5) -0.476 (-1.44,0.25)
WhitePrjd -0.892 (-2.0,0.48) -0.921 (-2.19,0.66)
WhiteRepPrjd 0.91 (-0.96,2.53) 0.974 (-0.72,2.60)
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